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I. INTRODUCTION 
Evapotranspiration is, physiologically and economically, 
one of the most important processes affecting crop production. 
Research has dealt mainly with measuring évapotranspiration on 
a large scale basis, but relatively little work has been done 
to study the physiology of transpiration in the field. 
It is generally accepted that plant water status is, 
primarily, a function of water supply and atmospheric evapora­
tive demand. Apart from water status, little is known of the 
effects of the external environment and crop canopy micro-
environment on other plant factors. The advent of new crop 
production ideas, which involve changing crop canopy structure 
and environment, have increased the need for investigations to 
explain possible physical and physiological differences in 
processes governing gas and heat flow to and from plants. 
Elucidation of the responses of leaves in the crop canopy to 
their microenvironment, is necessary to enhance the possibility 
of increasing the water use efficiency of a crop, or de­
creasing its total water use. It would be very difficult to 
explain changes in crop évapotranspiration rates in response 
to some stimulus, if the individual leaf response was not 
known. 
In light of these concepts, this study was carried out 
with the following aims: 
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1. To compare the magnitude of leaf resistances to 
water vapor flow to leaf boundary layer resistances 
for soybean leaves (Glycine max. (L.) Merr.) 
2. To examine the effects of environmental variables 
on stomatal resistances, leaf temperatures and 
relative water content 
3. To investigate the importance of differences in 
plant morphology on various physical and physiological 
factors affecting the transfer of water vapor and 
sensible heat 
4. To examine leaf resistances within a soybean canopy 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Research in plant water relationships involves dynamic 
effects of the atmosphere, plant and soil. Even when using 
relatively easy measurements, such as leaf relative water 
content, the researcher is working indirectly with the energy 
balance of the leaf, the soil moisture availability and 
complex plant parameters. The following literature review 
will be conducted with attention given to the major factors 
just mentioned. It is not practical, however, to separate all 
of them. As a result, some of the soil moisture effects will 
be discussed within the section on leaf resistances while 
other effects will be discussed within the section on plant 
water potentials. 
A. The Energy Balance of a Leaf 
The energy balance of a leaf has a direct effect on the 
water relationships and temperature of a leaf. The energy 
balance equation can be written as follows: 
+ < - h° 
where R^ is the net radiation energy flux at the leaf surface, 
Rg^ and R^^ are the incoming short and long-wave radiation 
fluxes, respectively, and Rg° and R^° are the outgoing short 
and long-wave radiation fluxes. The energy balance equation 
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can be re-written to show how the energy can be partitioned: 
= LE + H + P + G (2) 
where P is the energy used in photosynthesis, G is the portion 
of the energy used to heat the leaf, H is the sensible heat 
flux, LE is the latent heat flux, and L is the latent heat of 
vaporization. P and G are small compared to the other terms 
and are usually omitted in the energy balance equation. This 
equation can be written in a more refined form (Hunt et al. 
1968): 
S, a a 
where r^ is the leaf boundary layer resistance 
r^ is the internal leaf resistance 
Cp is the specific heat of air 
is the density of air 
AT is the difference between leaf and air temperature 
Ap is the difference between the saturation vapor 
density of air at leaf temperature and the actual 
vapor density of air 
Some of the terms in the energy balance equation will now be 
discussed to show the complex interactions involved. 
1. Leaf temperature 
Leaf temperature is an important variable in the leaf 
energy budget. It determines the energy re-emitted as long 
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wave radiation. It passively influences transpiration rate 
through its effect on vapor pressure deficit and influences 
sensible heat exchange through its effect on the difference 
between leaf and air temperatures. However, leaf temperature 
does not determine the partitioning of the energy balance; 
leaf temperature is a result of dynamic interactions between 
all of the energy fluxes (Gates 1964, Gates 1965, Gates 1968, 
Waggoner and Shaw 1952). Knoerr and Gay (1965) investigated 
the energy balance of tree leaves, and showed that, when 
transpiration rates declined, the sensible heat flux increased 
as a result of increased leaf temperature. 
There is a negative correlation between leaf temperature 
and transpiration, but there is no definite relationship, 
because neither are basic processes. The magnitudes of both 
depend on net radiation, air temperature, vapor pressure 
deficit, and all the resistances of the leaf (Gates 1968, 
Linacre 1966). The failure of early workers to recognize some 
of these relationships led to the underestimation of transpi­
ration as an effective mechanism of energy dissipation under 
many conditions (Ansari and Loomis 1959, Clum 1926, Curtiss 
1938) . Transpiration has been shown to reduce leaf tempera­
ture by several degrees centigrade under many circumstances 
(Gates 1968, Knoerr and Gay 1965, Slatyer and Bierhuizen 
1964b, Waggoner and Zelitch 1965). Leaf temperatures have 
been shown to increase with decreasing soil moisture because 
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of decreased transpirational cooling (Pallas and Bertrand 
1966/ Pallas et 1967). This effect is mediated by changes 
in stomatal resistances (Shimshi 1963, Zelitch and Waggoner 
1962). 
Leaf temperatures have been shown to be linearly related 
to solar radiation (Wiegand and Naraken 1966). Similar high 
correlations between radiant energy and leaf temperatures 
have been obtained by other workers (Ansari and Loomis 1959, 
Pallas and Bertrand 1966). 
Another factor affecting leaf temperature is ambient air 
temperature. Linacre (1964a, 1966) made an extensive litera­
ture review on leaf temperatures. He found that at air 
temperatures of about 15C, the difference between leaf and 
air temperatures is about IOC for well-watered plants. This 
difference in temperature decreased to zero and became negative 
at air temperatures about 33C. This relationship would be 
expected to vary with radiation and leaf resistances (Gates 
1968) , but field and growth chamber observations made by Gates 
(1968) follow this same trend. Miller and Saunders (1923) 
made leaf temperature measurements on many species and found 
these temperatures to be very close to the air temperature of 
30C. 
2. Internal leaf resistance 
Stomatal apertures and leaf resistance to water vapor 
and carbon dioxide diffusion have received considerable 
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attention in the last few years. The measurement of transpi­
ration in conjunction with photosynthesis studies, and the 
use of diffusion porometers, like those developed by van Bavel 
et al. (1965) and Slatyer (1966b) have facilitated the measure­
ment of leaf resistances. 
The two main sites of evaporation in a leaf are at the 
mesophyll cell walls and the epidermal cell walls (Slatyer 
1967). From the former, the water vapor diffuses through the 
leaf air spaces to the stomates; and from the latter, the 
water vapor can diffuse through the cuticle. However, when 
the stomates are open, the resistance is much less through 
the stomates than through the cuticle. Therefore, most of 
the water vapor will diffuse out of the leaf through the 
stomates. It is generally assumed that the internal cell 
walls of the leaf are saturated with water and that the air 
inside the leaf is at the saturation vapor pressure for air 
at leaf temperature. The leaf resistance (r^), therefore, 
consists of the resistance of the stomatal pathway (r^) and 
in parallel with r^, the cuticular resistance (r^). The 
equations relating these terms are: 
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<«> 
The resistance of the stomatal pathway consists of the 
following components: 
fs = r* + ?! + fp <" 
where r^, r^, r^ are the resistances of the mesophyll walls, 
internal air spaces, and stomatal pores. It is assumed that 
r^ is negligible (Slatyer 1966a), and that r^ is small and 
constant (Slatyer 1967). Therefore, r^, r^ and r^ are ap­
proximately equal. However, differences in transpiration 
have been observed which could not be explained by differences 
in stomatal aperture (Shimshi 1963, Cox and Boersma 1967). 
These differences in transpiration rates were evidently due 
to unknown changes in r^ or r^. 
Light and carbon dioxide are two of the factors which 
affect stomatal opening and leaf resistances. There is no 
general agreement on the exact physiological effects of light 
and carbon dioxide on the control of stomatal aperture. Very 
different views are expressed in recent reviews by Meidner 
and Mansfield (1965) and Zelitch (1965). Since this disser­
tation pertains more to physical, rather than physiological, 
effects of stomatal changes, the possible modes of action of 
the various environmental factors on stomatal aperture will 
not be discussed. Some of the pertinent responses will be 
mentioned, however. 
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A number of workers have studied the response of stomates 
to different light flux densities. Zelitch (1961) found that 
stomates in tobacco leaf disks reached their maximum dimen­
sions at 500 ft-c. In laboratory experiments, Gaastra (1959), 
Kuiper (1961), and Slatyer and Bierhuizen (1964a) observed 
stomatal resistances to decrease rapidly with increased il­
lumination at low light levels. Ehrler and van Bavel (1968) 
showed that the response of the upper surface stomatal resist­
ance to changes in illuminance was greater than the response 
of the lower surface. This was especially true under low 
illuminance. In the field. Dale (1961) showed that stomates 
of cotton leaves started to open at sunrise and reached a 
maximum size at about 10:00 a.m. They began closing at about 
4:00 p.m. The stomatal opening was highly correlated with 
solar radiation within a day. Stomatal resistances in crop 
canopies have been found to increase in the lower portion of 
the canopy (Brown and Covey 1966, Denmead 1966a, Impens et 
al. 1967, Lemon 1968). Reduced illumination, leaf age, and 
leaf water relations could influence the stomatal activity of 
the lower leaves in a canopy. 
Another factor affecting stomatal aperture under adequate 
leaf water relationships, is air temperature. Walker and 
Zelitch (1963) noted that stomatal aperture in tobacco leaves 
at IOC was approximately 1/3 of that observed at 30C. Stalfelt 
(1962) observed no stomatal opening at 5C and very little 
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opening at IOC. Moss (1963) found stomatal apertures of 
corn leaves to increase from 2]i at 14C to 6.5u at 40C, under 
laboratory conditions. In field studies with cotton. Baker 
(1966) observed^that the difference between leaf and air 
temperatures decreased as air temperatures increased, under 
constant incoming radiation and vapor pressure deficit 
conditions. This implies that stomatal aperture increased 
as air temperature increased, and as a result, there would 
have been greater transpirational cooling of the leaves. Also 
working with cotton under field conditions. Dale (1961) 
showed stomatal opening to increase with air temperature. 
This was especially evident in the stomates on the upper sur­
face of the leaf. This relationship only held when soil 
moisture supply was adequate. 
Leaf turgor is another important factor affecting stomatal 
aperture and leaf resistance to gas flow. It has been es­
tablished that increases in guard cell turgor, relative to 
that of adjacent epidermal cells, causes increased stomatal 
opening, while decreased turgor results in reduced pore size. 
The response is mediated through changes in the shape of the 
guard cells with turgor changes (Heath 1959). Since the 
response depends upon changes in guard cell turgor relative 
to that of the epidermal cells, some slight water deficit 
must develop in the epidermal cells before stomates will open 
properly (Stalfelt 1961). Pallas et (1967) obtained 
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evidence which supports this idea. They observed reduced 
stomatal activity in cotton leaves under low radiation and 
high soil moisture levels in a growth chamber. 
Transpiration rates are controlled by leaf resistances. 
Decreases in transpiration with the onset of water stress, 
under constant microclimatic conditions, are caused by in­
creases in leaf resistance (Baker and Musgrave 1964). Cox 
and Boersma (1967) observed leaf resistances of white clover 
seedlings to increase with increases in soil moisture tension. 
This increased resistance was partially due to decreases in 
stomatal aperture and partially due to increases in some 
other component of internal leaf resistance, which is commonly 
called mesophyll resistance. It can be inferred from the 
results of other workers (Denmead and Shaw 1962, Laing 1966, 
Pallas et 1965, Pallas ^  al. 1967, van Bavel 1967) that 
leaf resistances increased with increasing soil water potential. 
A summary of some of the stomatal resistance values quoted in 
the literature is presented by Gates (1968) . 
3. Leaf boundary layer resistance 
Leaf boundary layer resistance (r^) is the only resist­
ance affecting sensible heat transfer from a leaf. Under 
some conditions it can also have significant effects on 
transpiration rates. 
The sensible heat flux from one side of a leaf can be 
written as 
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Q  =  ( A T )  ( 8 )  
where Q is the sensible heat flux per unit area per unit time, 
h^ is the convection coefficient, and AT is the leaf tem­
perature minus the air temperature. The boundary layer 
resistance is given by 
<9> 
c 
Convective transfer of sensible heat to or from single 
leaves can,occur by free or forced convection. Free con­
vection occurs when the mixing action is created because of 
density differences caused by thermal gradients. The con­
vection coefficient for free convection is expressed as 
"c = k (AË) (10) 
where k is a proportionality constant and x is a characteristic 
dimension of the surface (Gates 1962). Gates and Benedict 
(1963) have shown that free convection theory for smooth, 
rigid, flat plates can be used to estimate sensible heat flux /i#" 
from a leaf under still air conditions. From free convection 
theory (Gates 1962), it can be shown that the boundary layer 
resistance for an erect leaf would be less than the boundary 
layer resistance for a similarly shaped horizontal leaf. 
The second, and much more effective type of convective 
transfer, is forced convection. This occurs when air flow 
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is caused by some external force such as a blower or pressure 
gradient. Tibbals et (1964) have shown that forced con­
vection theory for smooth, rigid, flat plates, can be used 
under laminar flow conditions, to estimate sensible heat 
fluxes about a leaf. Knoerr and Gay (1965) found the same 
equations to hold for a single leaf outdoors. The boundary 
layer resistance can be written as 
= 0.65 (S) (11) 
where x is the downwind leaf dimension and u is the wind speed. 
It can be seen that the narrower leaves should have lower 
boundary layer resistances than wider leaves, where all other 
factors are constant. Gates et (1968) have shown the 
narrower leaves of a number of desert species to be cooler 
than the wider leaves of Opuntia sp., but stomatal resistances 
were not measured. Under high radiation and low transpiration 
conditions, the difference between leaf and air temperatures 
should decrease as windspeed increases. This relationship 
has been shown by Knoerr and Gay (1965). 
Philip (1966) has questioned the effectiveness of the 
previously discussed heat flow theory in predicting sensible 
heat fluxes in a crop canopy. The immediate presence of 
other leaves, turbulent flow, flexible leaves, leaf flutter 
and leaf surface roughness are violations of the assumptions 
under which the equations were developed. Hunt et aJ. (1968) 
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studied boundary layer resistances of wide sunflower leaves 
in the field. The r^ values obtained, by solving the energy 
balance equation and by using an independent technique de­
veloped by Linacre (1967), were much lower than predicted 
from the convective heat flow theory previously discussed. 
Their data inferred that the boundary layer on foliage sur­
faces within the crop canopy is at the transitional state 
between laminar and turbulent flow. 
It can be seen from the energy balance equation (Equation 
3) that also affects the transpiration rate. Under 
laboratory conditions Slatyer and Bierhuizen (1964a) and 
Waggoner and Zelitch (1965) have shown increases in transpi­
ration rates from single leaves with increases in wind speed. 
Slatyer and Bierhuizen (1964a) obtained r^ values ranging 
from 1.6 to 3.5 sec/cm with a wind speed of 0.6 cm/sec. They 
found that r^ values dropped below 0.5 sec/cm at wind speeds 
as low as 25 cm/sec. However, there is no definite relation­
ship between wind speed and transpiration (Gates 196 8, 
Linacre 1964b). Using the energy balance equation Gates 
(1968) showed that with temperatures of 30 to 40C and less 
than 50% relative humidity, transpiration increased with wind 
speeds up to about 150 cm/sec. Under higher relative humid­
ities at these temperatures, or under lower temperatures and 
any relative humidity, transpiration will probably decrease 
with winds up to about 150 cm/sec. These effects are caused 
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by the compensating influences of wind speed on leaf tem­
perature and vapor pressure gradient. It should also be 
noted that transpirational cooling of leaves will have its 
greatest effect on leaf temperature at low wind speeds, or 
still air conditions, because sensible heat transfer is at a 
minimum under these conditions. 
The boundary layer resistances for sensible heat and 
water vapor are assumed to be equal. However, there is one 
instance when this assumption might not hold. If leaf hairs 
extended beyond the laminar boundary layer of the leaf, they 
could facilitate the loss of sensible heat from the leaf 
(Wolpert 1962). For this to occur, the heat conductance of 
leaf hairs would have to be greater than the heat conductance 
of air. 
Linacre (1966) states that the heat conductance of leaf 
tissue is twenty-four times greater than that of air. How­
ever, Parkhurst al. (1968) state that leaf hairs are poor 
heat conductors, and thus the transfer of sensible heat and 
water vapor would be retarded in their presence, because they 
would increase the boundary layer thickness. Woolley (1964) 
has examined leaf hairs on soybean leaves of different ages. 
He found that leaf hairs on young leaves contained water, 
while the hairs on old leaves did not. It would seem possible 
that the effects of leaf hairs on sensible heat transfer 
could vary with age. 
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Under laboratory conditions, Woolley (1964) found that 
transpiration rates from individual soybean leaves increased 
when leaf hairs were shaved off. It is not known if leaf 
hairs have much effect under field conditions. 
The leaf boundary layer resistance may also be affected 
by leaf flutter and leaf flexing. However, Parkhurst et al. 
(1968) have found that fluttering had a negligible effect 
on heat flow from a 9 cm metal disk which was allowed to 
oscillate on the end of a spring in a wind tunnel. 
B. Plant Water Potentials 
The water potential of plant tissue (ip) can be written 
as: 
ij; = TT + T + P (12) 
where ir, x and P are the osmotic potential, matric potential, 
and pressure potential, respectively. In plants with relative 
water contents over 70%, T is usually small and is often 
neglected (Slatyer 1961). ip and ÏÏ have negative values, but 
in this review, as in most of the literature, the sign will 
not be considered and only the absolute value of and ir 
will be used. 
The base level of leaf water potential is reached in the 
early morning in a nontranspiring plant when the plant and 
soil water potentials are approximately equal. This assumes 
that the night period was long enough to virtually eliminate 
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the gradients favoring water uptake. When the plant transpires, 
the relative water content drops and the plant water potential 
increases (Ehlig and Gardner 1964, Gavande and Taylor 1967, 
Slatyer 1957, Wilson 1967). Under these conditions, there is 
a continuum of water existing on a free energy gradient from 
the soil to the atmosphere. 
When soil moisture becomes limiting, leaf water potential 
increases to the magnitude where partial or complete stomatal 
closure occurs. When soil moisture is limiting, the main 
factors determining actual transpiration are the soil water 
potential, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil, the root 
volume and density, the atmospheric demand, and the leaf 
water potential and its relationship with stomatal closure. 
Observations by Denmead and Shaw (1962), Gardner and Ehlig 
(1963), Ehlig and Gardner (1964),Laing (1966) and Palmer et 
al. (1964) confirm this type of analysis. 
There are a number of recognizable trends in leaf osmotic 
potentials and leaf water potentials in the field. In general, 
the water potentials and osmotic potentials of leaves increase 
as the day progresses, reaching a maximum in the middle of 
the afternoon. They then decrease for the rest of the day 
(Ehlig and Gardner 1964, Herrick 1933). This phenomenon is 
due to partial loss of turgor in the leaves and to increases 
in sugar levels in the leaves due to photosynthesis. The 
diurnal variation of leaf water potential is greater for 
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leaves in the sun than for shaded leaves lower in the canopy 
(Shinn and Lemon 1968). Also, the magnitude of the leaf 
water potentials of upper leaves are greater than for shade 
leaves (Shinn and Lemon 1968). Herrick (1933) observed the 
osmotic potential of leaves to decrease when new leaves, 
higher on the plant, began to have shading effects. He also 
observed that the osmotic potential continued to decrease 
until the leaves senesced. 
The various aspects of the relationships of leaf water 
potential and osmotic potential with canopy depth seems to be 
highly correlated with expected photosynthetic rates. Begg 
et al. (1964) studied the dry weight per unit area of leaves 
at different canopy levels of bullrush millet and used this 
as an index of photosynthesis. The dry weights were shown to 
increase until mid-afternoon and then to decrease. The mag­
nitudes of the dry weights and the amount of diurnal variation 
decreased with canopy level. 
In greenhouse studies with fodder cabbage and rape, 
Catsky (1962) found that older leaves wilted before younger 
leaves. He also observed that young leaves received a pref­
erential portion of the water supply, and under high water 
stress, water was translocated from older leaves to younger 
leaves. In field experiments, the upper leaves of corn have 
been shown to have a higher relative water content than the 
lower leaves (Barnes 1966, Claassen 1968). In both studies, 
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the effect was accentuated under water stress conditions. On 
stress days, Claassen (1968) commonly observed the relative 
water content of the top leaf to be 12 to 17% above that of 
the sixth leaf from the top. The differences increased with 
leaf senility later in the season. 
C. Short Summary of Other Physiological Processes 
Affected by Plant Water Deficits 
Shinn and Lemon (1968) observed a decrease in growth 
rates and a decrease in total dry matter of 18% due to 
moderate water stress on corn. However, no decrease in tran­
spiration was observed. They concluded that the mid-day 
closure of the stomates in the upper leaves was ineffective 
in reducing transpiration because of the apparent compensating 
transpiration carried on by the lower leaves. Under these 
conditions, photosynthesis could have been affected more 
than transpiration rate. On at least one day, Denmead (1966b) 
showed a decrease in carbon dioxide uptake in mid-afternoon 
in wheat, while little variation in transpiration occurred. 
Corn plants with more upright leaves have been shown to 
increase light use efficiency and to increase corn yields 
under non-stress conditions (Pendleton et a^. 1968). Predic­
tions from the energy balance equation (Gates 1965) and field 
measurements (Waggoner and Shaw 1952) have shown that upright 
leaves are cooler than horizontal leaves. Therefore, upright 
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leaves would have a lower vapor pressure deficit which would 
reduce the stress on individual leaves. Plant water deficits 
have been shown to reduce photosynthesis (Baker and Musgrave 
1964, Laing 1966), to reduce growth (Loomis 1934, Shinn and 
Lemon 1968) and to hasten plant senescence (Gates 1955a, 
Gates 1955b, Barnes 1966, Laing 1966). Superimposed on the- — 
effects of plant water deficits are the effects of increased 
plant temperatures. Photorespiration has been found to at 
least double when temperatures are increased from 25 to 35C 
(Joliffe and Tregunna 1968, Zelitch 1966). Geronimo and 
Reavers (1964) have shown that high temperatures increase the 
aging processes in a plant. 
It is evident that much more research must be done before 
crop canopy effects on plant water relationships can be fully 
explained. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Leaf Temperature Measurements 
Leaf temperatures were taken with a Barnes infrared 
thermometer, model IT-3, with a three degree field of view. 
The meter was re-calibrated using the technique developed by 
Fuchs and Tanner (1966). However, a water bath was used as 
for the reference temperatures instead of an anodized alu­
minum plate. The water temperatures were measured by two 
sensitive thermometers. The calibration curve is shown in 
Figure 1. 
In the field, leaf temperatures were taken by holding 
the infrared thermometer about 7 cm from the leaf. The ther­
mometer was held with its line of site approximately perpen­
dicular to the leaf surfaces. 
Leaf emissivities were measured using the aluminum cone 
technique (Fuchs and Tanner 1966), but no corrections in leaf 
temperatures were made because the emissivity for healthy 
soybean leaves was found to be 0.98. 
Leaf temperatures of the upper leaf surface are reported. 
In general, the temperatures of both leaf surfaces were 
identical, and IC was the maximum difference measured. 
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Figure 1. Calibration curves for Barnes infrared thermometer 
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B. Leaf Resistance Measurements 
Leaf resistance to water vapor diffusion was measured 
with a diffusion porometer similar to that developed by van 
Bavel et a^. (1965). The sensor was a lithium chloride-
impregnated resistor (Hydrodynamics Inc. Catalog No. 4-4832), 
and by calibration, the rate of change in its electrical 
resistance can be expressed in terms of diffusion resistance 
(Appendix A). 
Before each reading, the porometer was purged with dry 
air to reduce the microammeter reading to about 0.1 full-scale. 
Dry air was obtained by passing ambient air through a column 
of silica gel. Each time the chamber was purged, a volume of 
air several times greater than the volume of the chamber was 
put through the chamber. 
The diffusion porometer was calibrated using a wet 
blotter. The wet blotter, at air temperature, was clamped 
into the porometer, and the transit time (At) between 0.2 and 
0.6 full-scale was recorded. The above change in meter 
reading corresponds to a relative humidity change of approx­
imately 4%. The sensitivity of the sensor (S) varies with 
temperature. Therefore, the diffusion porometer was cali­
brated in a growth chamber in order that a wide range of 
temperatures could be obtained. 
The diffusion path length within the chamber was 
increased by imposing cylinders of similar diameter to the 
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chamber and of length (L), between the blotter surface and 
the porometer chamber. The equation which relates L, S, and 
At is as follows: 
L = SAt - LQ (13) 
where is a diffusion length constant for the chamber. The 
values of At were plotted against diffusion path length at 
several temperatures (Figure 2). The value of S at a par­
ticular temperature is given by the slope of the line. 
is the value of the intercept on the L-axis. The values of 
S were then plotted against air temperature (Figure 3). From 
this calibration curve, the values of S over the necessary 
range in air temperatures, were available for use in the 
equation for water vapor diffusion resistance of one surface 
of the leaf: 
SAt - L 
r = (14) 
D 
where r is the water vapor diffusion resistance and D is the 
diffusivity of water vapor in air. The values for the diffu-
sivity of water vapor in air were obtained from the 
Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (1966). The above equation 
holds when the temperature throughout the system is constant; 
that is, the diffusivity of water vapor is constant through­
out the system. 
Figure 2. Transit time for 0.2 to 0.6 full scale 
deflection as a function of diffusion path 
length (cylinder length) at four air tem­
peratures. Each point is a mean of three 
readings. is the average value of the 
intercept on the L-axis. Five air temper­
atures were actually studied but only four 
are shown. The value of quoted is the 
average for all five temperatures 
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Figure 3. Calibration curve for the lithium chloride-
impregnated resistor. The sensitivity (S) 
as a function of air temperature. The five 
points were obtained from the slopes of 
Equation 13 at five different temperatures. 
Four of the lines were shown in Figure 2 
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In the field, the first measurement taken on the leaves 
was leaf temperature. The leaves were then shaded, and leaf 
resistance readings were immediately taken on both leaif sur­
faces before any significant change in stomatal aperture could 
occur. It was necessary to shade the leaves to get them as 
close as possible to air temperature, so that the requirement 
for constant temperature throughout the system would be met. 
The resistance of the top surface of the leaf (r^) and the 
resistance of the bottom surface of the leaf (r^) were calcu­
lated from Equation 14. The leaf resistance is given by the 
following relationship for parallel resistances: 
^t ^ ^b 
The air temperature in the porometer was not measured. 
However, it was expected to be equal to ambient air tempera­
ture because of the large volume of air put through the 
chamber with each purging. When leaf resistance data were 
being taken, the chamber would be purged approximately once 
each minute. Also, the diffusion porometer was kept contin­
uously shaded in order that the surface of the sensor would 
not become heated. The air temperature in another leaf 
chamber which was not used in any experiment reported in this 
thesis was monitored and was never found to be more than 0.5C 
above the ambient air temperature. 
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C. Relative Water Content of Leaves 
The relative water content (RWC) technique described by 
Barrs and Weatherly (1962) was used to measure the water 
status of the soybean leaves in some of the experiments. The 
leaf samples were taken immediately after other measurements 
were made on the leaf. A sample consisted of the tip 1/3 of 
a leaf and was obtained by making a transverse cut across the 
leaf. This method of sampling results in only one cut edge. 
The samples were placed in air tight polystyrene bottles and 
taken to the laboratory after all samples were taken. Samples 
were collected between 1330 and 1530 hours Central Daylight 
Saving Time (C.D.S.T.). The samples were weighed to get the 
fresh weight (FW) to the nearest 0.0001 gm and then floated 
on distilled water in petrie dishes. The samples were exposed 
to 65 ft-c of fluorescent illumination. Cheese cloth was 
suspended from the light framework to give a uniform distri­
bution of light over the area. The air temperature in the 
laboratory was approximately 30C. At the end of the soaking 
period/ the samples were removed and blotted to remove sur­
face moisture. The samples were put into the vials, re-
weighed to get the turgid weight (TW), dried for at least 6 
hrs at 65C, and reweighed to obtain the dry weight (DW). The 
relative water content was computed as follows; 
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% RWC = ^  X 100 (16) 
In 1967, samples were floated in water for 16 hrs, but 
this was found to be unsatisfactory. A number of soaking 
trials were run in 1968 to select the proper length of the 
floating period. The required time to reach the end of the 
rapid phase of water uptake, varied considerably (Figure 4). 
Wilted leaves required up to 4 hrs for the water uptake rate 
to change, while relatively turgid leaves reached a similar 
stage in 1 hour. A floating period of 2 1/2 hrs was selected. 
D. Layout of the Experimental Site 
Soybeans were planted May 16, 1968, in 150 potometers 
within an area which could be covered by a movable shed during 
rainfall periods. The shed, potometers and site have been 
described by Laing (1966) and Claassen (1968). 
The equivalent of 180 pounds per acre of and K^O 
were used in each potometer. The high rates of fertilization 
were used because the plant population, calculated on the 
area of the potometers, was approximately three times that of 
field soybeans. The plots were worked to a depth of about 
15 cm and as much as possible of the previous years plant 
root systems were removed. 
The soybean seeds were planted in a circle approximately 
8 cm from the edge of the potometers. In fourteen of the 
Figure 4. Weight gain of leaf tissue for a wilted and 
a non-wilted leaf as related to soaking time 
in distilled water. The initial rapid 
weight gain has been designated as phase 1. 
The slow rate of weight gain reached after 
one to four hours has been designated 
phase 2 
WILTED LEAF 
NEAR TURGID LEAF 
SOAKING TIME (hrs.) 
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potometers, one-half the area was planted with variety 
Hawkeye and the other half was planted with a mutant line of 
Hawkeye. These were isogenic lines differing in leaflet size 
and number. The mutant line had seven leaflets in each com­
pound leaf instead of the usual three and the dimensions of 
the leaflets on the mutant were usually less than half the 
dimensions of a leaf of similar age on variety Hawkeye. After 
germination, the plants were thinned to five plants of each 
line per pot, or a total of ten plants per pot. In 124 other 
potometers, twenty seeds of line A1051 soybeans were planted. 
After germination, the plants were thinned to ten plants per 
can. In the twelve other cans, di-cyston insecticide was 
applied preplant and watered in with approximately 2.5 cm of 
water. Variety Harosoy and four other isogenic lines varying 
in pubescence type were planted in the twelve potometers on 
June 8, 1968. The pubescence types used were dense, sparse, 
curly (deciduous), and glabrous. The seed was obtained from 
the U. S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, Urbana, Illinois. 
Malathion was sprayed on all soybean plants at two different 
times during the summer to reduce insect damage to the soybean 
leaves. 
All water was supplied to the plants by means of a garden 
hose attached to a 1/2 horsepower pump. The water source was 
a large tank located near the plot area. The irrigation 
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interval was controlled by calibrated pumping rates to achieve 
as much uniformity as possible in the cans. 
Groups of potometers were selected at random for the 
various experiments, while the cans containing varieties 
Hawkeye, Harosoy and their respective isogenic lines were 
used in specific studies to be described later. Most of the 
potometers were used only as filler in order to maintain as 
uniform a plot area as possible. 
E. Environmental Observations 
1. Soil moisture measurements 
Soil moisture was measured daily during the respective 
experiments with a neutron probe {P-19, Nuclear Chicago) and 
a model 2800A scaler. A few random cans were checked each 
day, so that the approximate soil moisture status of the 
other potometers would be known. Duplicate readings of one 
minute each were taken in each container. Estimates of the 
soil moisture tension (SMT) were obtained from the soil 
moisture retention curves obtained by Laing (1966) for the 
soil in the potometers, Nicollet loam. The moisture probe 
behaved somewhat irregularly for the first five days of the 
first experiment. Also, at the start of day 6, July 18, the 
probe was raised from approximately 3/4 of the depth of the 
soil volume to the middle of the soil volume. It is believed 
that the soil moisture data for July 18 onward are more 
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reliable than the previous five days. As a result, any 
detailed discussion of soil moisture effects will be confined 
to the period after July. 18. 
2. Meteorological variables 
Daily observations of meteorological variables were 
taken with instruments located adjacent to the plot area. 
Evaporation was measured from a Class A, Weather Bureau 
evaporation pan. Daily maximum and minimum temperatures were 
measured in an instrument screen of standard height. A 
hygrothermograph was also located in the instrument screen to 
give a continuous trace of temperature and relative humidity. 
The calibration of the hygrothermograph was checked about 
every three days. Solar radiation was measured at the Agronomy 
Building one mile NNW of the experimental area. Wet and dry 
bulb temperatures were taken approximately 30 cm above the 
crop canopy on days when data were taken. A Bendix aspirated 
psychrometer (model 556-Z), covered with aluminum foil to 
eliminate radiation errors, was used. The wind speed data 
for July and early August were obtained from a 3-cup anemom­
eter mounted beside the evaporation pan. Late in the summer, 
a 3-cup anemometer was mounted 30 cm above the canopy for 
wind speed observations. Some of the environmental data are 
summarized in Appendix B. 
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F. Experiments 
1. Effects of leaf angle and environmental variables on leaf 
resistance, leaf temperature, and leaf relative water 
content 
A group of eight potometers containing line. A1051 soy­
beans, was selected at random from the experimental site. In 
four of these cans the soil moisture was usually kept between 
0.5 and 1.5 atmosphere tension and will be designated the 
"wet cans". The other four cans were always drier, but their 
soil moisture tensions varied considerably from day to day. 
An attempt was made to keep the four cans at each soil mois­
ture level as uniform as possible on each day. After the 
fifth day of the study, a new set of eight cans was used. 
In each can on each day the trifoliate leaves on the 
upper 1/2 to 3/4 of three soybean plants were tied up to a 
metal rod above the container. White wrapping cord was 
attached to the tip of the leaf with a piece of masking tape 
about 0.5 cm square. The other end of the cord was attached 
to the metal rod. The leaves were tied so that the angle 
between the leaf and the horizontal was approximately 75 to 
80 degrees. It was difficult to keep the upright leaves from 
overlapping each other and, as a result, there was often 
complete shading of part of the back of one leaf and the front 
of another. An attempt was made to take observations on 
leaves which had not been overlapped. 
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In each can, two normally exposed leaves and two upright 
leaves from the top of the canopy were studied on each day. 
The temperature, resistance of both leaf surfaces and relative 
water content of each leaf were measured. A total of thirty-
two leaves were examined on each of the fourteen days of the 
study. All observations were taken between 1330 and 1530 
hours C.D.S.T. 
The experiment was started July 8 when the plants were 
about 0.5 m in height and had approximately five trifoliates 
expanded. The study was completed July 28 when the plants 
were 1 m in height. 
The technique used for the first two days of this study 
was as follows. The leaf temperatures of all four leaves 
within one potometer were measured and recorded. All four 
leaves were then shaded with a plywood sheet about 1 m square, 
so that they would approach air temperature and then leaf 
resistances were taken. On both days, the resistances of the 
flat leaves were measured before similar readings were taken 
on the upright leaves. A portion of each leaf would then be 
put into separate, air tight, polystyrene vials and used for 
RWC determinations. This technique of measuring leaf resist­
ances was observed to be unsatisfactory, and the following 
technique was adopted for the rest of this study and for all 
other experiments. The leaf temperature was first recorded. 
The leaf was then shaded, leaf resistance measured, and an 
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RWC sample taken. Then the next leaf was examined in a 
similar fashion. This technique was found to be satisfactory. 
2. Canopy level study 
A group of eight cans containing line A1051 soybeans 
was selected at random from the experimental area. Four 
different soil moisture levels were used. The study was 
started July 31 and was completed August 6. During the 
period, the soybeans were approximately 1 m in height. 
Plants completely surrounded by other plants were used 
in order that the effects of light energy entering the canopy 
from the walkways would be minimal. Within each container, 
two leaves at the top of the canopy and two leaves in the 
middle of the canopy were studied. A total of thirty-two 
leaves were examined on each of the five days. Leaf tempera­
tures, resistance of both leaf surfaces and relative water 
contents were measured. Relative water content observations 
were taken on an additional four days. All observations 
were taken between 1330 and 1530. 
Diurnal variation of leaf resistances at these two canopy 
levels were also studied. The leaf resistances of three 
leaves from the upper surface of the canopy and three leaves 
from the middle of the canopy were studied. The observations 
were made in each of two cans at different moisture levels. 
The measurements were repeated several times on each day. 
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The same technique was used in this study as in the last 
twelve days of Experiment 1. 
3. Leaf boundary layer resistance 
The boundary layer resistance (r^) of leaves was measured 
by two techniques. The first method was to solve the energy 
balance equation for r^. The net radiation of the leaves was 
measured with a Thorhthwaite net radiometer (model MNR 601) 
with a small sensor. The sensor was held as close as possible 
to the surface without shading the leaf. The leaves studied 
were always surrounded by other leaves, so that the effects 
of outgoing radiation from other sources was minimal. Leaf 
resistance and leaf temperature were measured as described in 
Experiment 1. Wet and dry bulb temperatures taken 30 cm above 
the crop were used in the calculation of Ap and AT. 
The second method of estimating r^ was developed by 
Linacre (1967). In this technique r^ is derived from the 
measurement of the rate of change of the leaf temperature 
after the leaf is shaded. 
Leaf temperature was monitored with the infrared ther­
mometer, and an Esterline-Angus 1 mv recorder (model E1102E) 
was used to record the infrared thermometer output. The 
leaf temperature in the sun was allowed to come to some 
equilibrium temperature. When the leaf was shaded, the leaf 
temperature decreased to some new equilibrium temperature. 
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An iterative procedure was used to solve the following 
equation for r^: 
r _ ^  +  C  r _ ^  +  F  r  =  G  ( 1 7 )  
a & & 
where C = r^ + r^ - (1 + 2A)/P (18) 
F = r^ X - (r^ + r^) (1 +A)/P (19) 
G = r^ X r^/P (20) 
P = 1/(2N) - (21) 
r 
N = "P (22) 
0.69M. 
and where r^ = resistance of the upper surface of the leaf 
r^ = resistance of the lower surface of the leaf 
A = variation of water vapor pressure with change 
in ambient temperature 
r^ = an effective diffusion resistance governing 
long wave radiation heat transfer 
Cp = specific heat of air 
= density of air 
Mg/A = mass per unit area of leaf 
t^y2 ~ the time in seconds for a leaf's temperature to 
change 1/2 way to the new equilibrium value. 
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The leaves were shaded with a sheet of plywood approxi­
mately 1 m square. The leaf resistance was measured by the 
technique described in Experiment 1. The mass per unit area 
of the soybean leaf was assumed to be 0.016 gm per cm^. This 
value was found to vary among leaves, but taking leaf samples 
reduced the rate at which r^ measurements could be made. 
Therefore, leaf samples were not taken after the second day. 
The value of r^ was assumed to be 2.0 sec/cm (Linacre 1967). 
This method was used to investigate the following: 
1. the effect of leaf size and windspeed on r^ 
2. the effect of pubescence types on r^. 
The leaf size effects were examined using the variety 
Hawkeye and its mutant line with the seven foliate leaf. No 
differences in leaf structure other than leaf size could be 
seen in two types of leaves. 
The effect of pubescence types on r^ was examined using 
Harosoy and its isogenic lines differing in pubescence 
density. Only the dense, normal, and deciduous types were 
used. The leaves on the glabrous type plants were of some­
what different shape and had a rougher surface and for these 
reasons were not used in the comparison. 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Experiment 1 
In the suiiutier of 1967, equipment and techniques were 
developed and tested. The data obtained show the same trends 
as the 1968 data and since the 1968 data are more complete 
only these will be discussed in this thesis. 
The relative water content data were variable because 
the standard 2 1/2 hr soaking period was not the optimum 
soaking period for all leaves. For completely wilted leaves, 
2 1/2 hr was not sufficient time for full turgor to be 
reached. As a result, the RWC values were too high. It is 
also expected that 2 1/2 hr may have been too long a floating 
period for leaves with initially high RWC. On most days, the 
RWC values are believed to be within ±2% of the actual values. 
Therefore, the daily means of RWC will be used to examine 
trends in leaf resistance, but the error was too large for 
good comparisons of leaf RWC at different leaf orientations 
and canopy depths. It is believed that more uniform results 
would have been obtained at cooler laboratory temperatures. 
Barrs and Weatherly (1962) and Millar (1966) have shown that 
plant tissue trends to take up more water at high temperatures 
and the rate of uptake of water in phase 2 (Figure 4) was also 
shown to be greater at higher soaking temperatures. If cooler 
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laboratory temperatures does not reduce the variability, then 
it appears that different soaking periods will have to be 
used for leaves of different initial RWC values. This is 
only a problem when leaves with a wide range of RWC are 
sampled. Under normal field conditions a standard soaking 
period should be adequate. 
The analyses of variance for r^, r^, and r^ are presented 
in Tables 1, 2, and 3, respectively. It can be seen that the 
same sources of variation were significant for each resistance. 
Since r^ and r^ show the same type of responses, and since r^ 
is a function of r^ and r^ 
ft * fb , 
the discussion will deal mainly with r^. However, any 
apparent differences in the magnitude of the responses of r^ 
and r, will be discussed. b 
To facilitate the discussion of day effects, the daily 
pan evaporation was used to classify days according to the 
ranges given by Shaw (1961). The classification used is 
given in Table 4. 
It can be seen in Tables 1, 2, and 3 that the variability 
among cans within the two soil moisture groupings (Error a) 
was greater than the subsampling error (Error b). This would 
be expected because the uniformity among cans was not as great 
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Table 1. Analysis of variance of the internal leaf resist­
ance to water vapor flow from the upper surface of 
a leaf (r.) based on readings from individual 
leaves 
Source of 
Variation d.f. m. s. F^ 
Days 13 703.46 10.37** 
SMT 1 5382.80 79.34** 
Days X SMT 13 249 .27  3.67** 
Leaf Angle 1 817.28 20,42** 
Days X Leaf Angle 13 82.77 2.07* 
SMT X Leaf Angle 1 91.71 2 .29  
Days X SMT x Leaf Angle 13 60.78 1.52 
Error a^ 168 67.84 1.70** 
Error b*^ 224 40.02 
^Error a was used in the F tests for Days, SMT and their 
interaction. Error b was used in the F tests for leaf angle 
and associated interactions. 
^Variability in r^ among cans treated alike. 
'^Subsampling error or variability in r^ among leaves 
within cans. 
* * 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
* 
Significant at the 5% probability level. 
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Table 2. Analysis of variance of the internal leaf resistance 
to water vapor flow from the lower surface of a 
leaf (r^) based on readings from individual leaves 
Source of 
Variation d.f. m.s. 
Days 13 332.40 15.77** 
SMT 1 2576.16 122.21** 
Days X SMT 13 194.18 9.21** 
Leaf Angle 1 159.24 15.43** 
Days X Leaf Angle 13 38.40 3.72** 
SMT X Leaf Angle 1 13.48 1.31 
Days X SMT X Leaf Angle 13 13.70 1.33 
Error a^ 168 21.08 2.04** 
Error b^ 224 10.32 
^The testing procedures described in Table 1 were also 
used here. 
^Variability in r^^ among cans treated alike. 
^Subsampling error. 
* * 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
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Table 3. Analysis of variance of internal leaf resistance 
(r^) based on readings from individual leaves 
Source of 
Variation d.f. m.s. pS 
Days 13 98.70 16.42** 
SMT 1 781.81 130.08** 
Days X SMT 13 43.27 7.20** 
Leaf Angle 1 89.50 30.55** 
Days X Leaf Angle 13 9.63 3.29** 
SMT X Leaf Angle 1 10.64 3.63 
Days X SMT X Leaf Angle 13 4.25 1.45 
Error a^ 168 6.01 2.05** 
Error b^ 224 2.93 
^The testing procedures described in Table 1 were also 
used here. 
^Variability in r^ among cans treated alike. 
Subsampling error. 
** 
Significant at the 5% probability level. 
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Table 4. Classification of days according to daily pan 
evaporation 
Atmospheric Evaporative 
Demand 
High 
Medium 
Low 
Evaporation' 
> .30 (7.62)" 
.20 - .30 (5.08 - 7.62) 
< .20 (5.08) 
^Evaporation from a Class A Weather Bureau evaporation 
pan in inches per day. 
^Evaporation in mm per day. 
as among leaves within cans. On some days, there were con­
siderable differences in SMT between cans that were treated 
alike. Experimental procedures attempted to keep this varia­
bility to a minimum. Also included in the can to can varia­
tion was any variation in plant parameters due to time trends 
during the sampling period. There was some evidence that r^ 
increased in the drier cans as the afternoon progressed on 
July 6, 7, and 8. These were relatively high demand days. 
However, the time trends could not be completely separated 
from soil moisture effects. On several days, leaf resist­
ances measured within the first dry can sampled, seemed to be 
lower than would have been expected had all dry cans been 
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sampled simultaneously. Except for July 6 ,  7, and 8, however, 
there did not appear to be any general time trends established. 
The erect leaves were found to have a significantly 
lower leaf resistance than the naturally exposed leaves. How­
ever, there was a significant day x leaf angle interaction. 
That is to say, the effect of leaf angle was different on 
different days. The over-all daily means of leaf resistance 
were found to increase with solar radiation and/or soil mois­
ture tension. Therefore, the daily mean of r^ was an index 
of the stress on a particular day, and these values were used 
in the examination of the day x leaf angle interaction. The 
daily mean resistance of the upright leaves was subtracted 
from the daily mean resistance for the more horizontal leaves, 
and this difference was plotted against the daily means for 
r^ in Figure 5. On the three, cloudy, low demand days on 
which measurements were taken, there was no difference in leaf 
resistance for natural and upright leaves. As the value of 
the daily means increased, the leaf resistance of the natural 
leaves increased more than the leaf resistance for upright 
leaves and, as a result, the difference between them also 
increased. The magnitude of difference was most closely 
associated with daily solar radiation. It appeared that the 
effectiveness of more upright leaf angles in reducing leaf 
resistance to water vapor diffusion was relatively constant 
over soil moisture levels because the leaf angle x SMT 
Figure 5. Daily mean leaf resistance of horizontal 
leaves minus the daily mean leaf resist­
ance of upright leaves as related to the 
over-all daily mean leaf resistance. See 
text for explanation of Day 1, 2 and 9. 
2 S_ = 1.20 sec/cm 
d 
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interaction was not significant. There are three notable 
exceptions to this trend. The first two days of the experi­
ment, July 8 and July 9, respectively, showed that the r^ 
values for upright leaves were greater than for horizontal 
leaves. It is felt that this was a result of faulty technique. 
On these two days, as stated in Section III, all four leaves 
were shaded and the r^ values were taken starting with the 
natural leaves. It is suspected that the stomates on the up­
right leaves had started to close, due to shading, before the 
leaf resistance readings were taken. On July 9, there were 
greater water deficits, and as a result, the transpiration 
rates were lower. The sampling time for leaf resistance 
measurements of the two horizontal leaves was 3 to 4 min 
instead of the 2 to 3 min on July 8. The stomates on upright 
leaves would have had a greater period of time to close and 
would allow the difference to become more negative on July 9 
than July 8. On all other days, each leaf was shaded for 
less than 1 min. On day 9, July 22, the mean for upright 
leaves was significantly less than the mean for horizontal 
leaves. On this day, two of the sixteen r^ values for upright 
leaves were unreasonably high. These two leaves may have 
been closely overlapped and shaded by other leaves. As a 
result, the leaf resistance would not have been indicative of 
the resistance of exposed leaves. When these two large r^ 
values were removed, the mean resistance for upright leaves 
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became less than the mean for flat leaves, as one would expect 
from the relationship established on other days. The trend 
for a lower leaf resistance in upright leaves was consistent 
with visual observations of water status. Wilting was never 
observed in upright leaves, while wilting was often observed 
in natural leaves under high stress conditions. 
Evidently, the reduced energy load on upright leaves 
decreased the water stress in these leaves on medium and high 
demand days. As a result, the leaf resistance was less for 
these leaves. It is believed that the upright leaves would 
have the ability to carry on photosynthesis more efficiently 
than similar horizontal leaves under the same environmental 
conditions. 
The results of Shinn and Lemon (1968) indicated that 
water stress caused partial stomatal closure of the upper 
leaves and resulted in reduced growth rates and reduced dry 
weight gains. However, transpiration was not affected because 
of the apparent compensating effect of the lower leaves. If 
the relationship obtained for erect leaves on individual plants 
holds for crop canopies, then it is conceivable that upper 
leaves would be able to maintain higher photosynthetic rates. 
The production of the crop could potentially be increased. 
It would also appear that water use efficiency would also be 
increased. 
It is very difficult to extrapolate from individual plants 
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to crop communities and be sure relationships will hold. 
However, in studies with corn, where whole plots were held 
erect by growing the plants through wire grids, the author 
observed wilting to occur on high demand days in natural corn 
plots, but wilting did not occur in the same variety of corn 
when the leaves were held more upright. In another study with 
corn, the leaves on one corn plant were tied upright while 
all surrounding plants were undisturbed. The leaves on the 
upright plant were observed to stay green for at least one 
week longer than on the natural plants. Thus, the reduced 
water deficits and reduced leaf temperature of upright leaves 
may affect production through increased leaf duration as well 
as increased efficiency. 
Day effects and soil moisture tension effects were 
significant, but the effect of each depended on the value of 
the other because the day x soil moisture interaction was also 
significant. Again, using the daily means as an index of plant 
water deficit, the differences between r^ values for plants 
in the high and low soil moisture cans were plotted against 
the daily means (Figure 6). It can be seen that soil moisture 
tension has little effect on leaf resistances on cloudy, low 
demand days because the differences are approximately zero. 
There was a definite tendency for the difference between r^ 
means of the two general moisture levels to increase as stress 
increased. This relationship agrees with the observations of 
Figure 6. Daily means of leaf resistance for leaves at 
high SMT minus daily means of leaf resist­
ance for leaves at low SMT as related to the 
over-all daily means. See text for explana­
tion of July 9 and 22. 2 S_ = 1.73 sec/cm 
d 
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transpiration rates (Denmead and Shaw 1962) and leaf relative 
water content (Laing 1966) in similar studies. 
There are two days which deviate from the general trend. 
On July 22, the soil moisture levels were considerably dif­
ferent and therefore, the difference in leaf resistance was 
greater than usual. July 9 was a very high demand day with 
soil moisture tensions for both leaf orientations near 1 atm. 
The magnitude of the daily mean is relatively large because 
of the high atmospheric evaporative demand and the difference 
in leaf resistance is small because of the small difference 
between the soil moisture levels. 
The day x soil moisture interaction can also be seen in 
Figure 7. July 26 was foggy until nearly noon and the sky 
remained completely cloudy until after the end of the sampling 
period. It had been a very low demand day up to that time 
and, as a result, there was no response to soil moisture. July 
22 was a medium demand day with relatively high solar radiation. 
The leaf resistance of naturally exposed leaves remained 
constant or tended to decrease slightly with soil moisture 
tensions up to 1.5 atm. The leaf resistance then increased 
with increasing SMT to a maximum at about 6 atm. It remained 
relatively constant with increased SMT up to about 9.5 atm 
and leaf resistance was observed to decrease with increased 
SMT from 9.5 to 10.5 atm. July 18 was another medium demand 
which showed this type of response (Figure 8). The points 
Figure 7. Leaf resistance of naturally exposed leaves 
as related to soil moisture tension. July 
26 was a low demand day and July 22 was a 
medium demand day. Each value is a mean of 
two observations. 2 S_ = 3.42 sec/cm 
d 
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Figure 8. Leaf resistance as related to soil moisture 
tension on July 18. Each value represents 
a mean of four observations. The labeled 
points show evidence of diurnal variability. 
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plotted in Figure 8 are means of both naturally exposed and 
upright leaves. Although there was a significant difference 
between upright and horizontal leaves, this difference did 
not change significantly across soil moisture levels. The 
average of the leaf resistance for the two leaf angles was 
taken in hopes that the general trend of leaf resistance with 
SMT would be better established. Again, there was a tendency 
for the leaf resistances to decrease with increased SMT up to 
2 atm. The same rapid increase in leaf resistance was observed, 
as well as the plateau region at higher SMT's. There was no 
obvious decrease in leaf resistance at SMT's of approximately 
10 atm. The same general response was seen on other medium 
and high demand days. The diurnal variation observed on July 
18 is apparent in Figure 8. It is believed that the leaf 
resistance of the first dry potometer sampled was low because 
the leaf water deficits had not developed to the same degree 
that they had in the later sampled cans. The leaf resistances 
in the potometer sampled last appeared high because the leaf 
water deficits had developed beyond those of the other cans. 
From Figures 7 and 8, it appears that upper leaves of this 
variety of soybeans, with leaf resistances above approximately 
5.5 sec/cm in mid-afternoon, are under some significant water 
stress. 
Before attempting to explain the changes in leaf resist­
ance with soil moisture tension observed in Figures 7 and 8, 
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some general background information will be given. At low, 
soil moisture tensions when the plant is relatively well 
supplied with water, an increase in SMT is approximately 
matched by an increase in leaf water potential and little or 
no change in transpiration rate is observed (Denmead and Shaw 
1962, Laing 1966, Slatyer 1967). However, as the degree of 
stress continues to increase, some critical level of plant 
water deficit will be reached where there will be a significant 
change in leaf turgor, leaf resistance and transpiration rate 
(Denmead and Shaw 1962, Laing 1966). 
On July 26 (Figure 7), the critical level of plant water 
deficit was not reached because it was a low demand day and 
soil moisture supply was adequate, even at 5 atm tension. 
However, on July 22 (Figure 7) and July 18 (Figure 8), the 
critical level of plant water deficit, at which leaf resist­
ance to water vapor diffusion rapidly increases, was reached 
at approximately 2 atm SMT. The leaf resistance continued to 
increase with increased water stress up to approximately 6 atm 
SMT. 
Leaf water potential and leaf osmotic potentials of leaves 
have been shown to decrease from the top of the plant downward 
into the canopy (Herrick 1933, Shinn and Lemon 1968). This 
would mean that the water potential gradient between the 
leaves and the stem would be a maximum at the top of the plant. 
It is believed that leaf resistance of the upper leaves remained 
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relatively constant between 6 and 9 atm SMT because of the 
effects of the variation of leaf osmotic potentials within a 
plant. Under stress conditions, the larger water potential 
gradient in the upper leaves, which is due largely to a 
greater osmotic component, would cause a preferential portion 
of the total water supply of the plant to go to the top leaves. 
It is believed that as water supply is decreased further, 
there will be an even greater preferential flow to the upper 
leaves. This phenomenon could explain the plateau region in 
leaf resistance values and could possibly explain the decrease 
in leaf resistance at soil moisture tensions above 10 atm 
(Figure 7). It must be remembered, however, that even though 
the upper leaves were receiving a large portion of the total 
water supply, the lower leaves would still be expected to be 
under high water stress. It has been shown that the lower 
leaves of corn have lower relative water contents than the 
upper leaves when plants are under stress (Barnes 1966, Claassen 
1968). This is also believed to be true for soybeans. These 
relationships of RWC with canopy level again suggest prefer­
ential transport of water to the upper leaves. This concept 
agrees with the observations of Catsky (1962). This idea 
will be elucidated further in the discussion of Experiment 2. 
A possible explanation of the tendency for leaf resist­
ance to decrease with increases in SMT at SMT's below 2 atm 
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will be discussed in the explanation of Figure 9, later in 
this section. 
Several combinations of environmental variables were 
used to examine the nature of the day x soil moisture inters 
action. The results are summarized in Table 5. 
Leaf resistance was found to increase with vapor pressure 
deficit, solar radiation, and soil moisture tension. These 
factors are associated with increased stress on the plants 
and, as a result, they tended to cause an increased leaf 
resistance. Wind speed was also found to have a significant 
effect on leaf resistance. The wind data were taken beside 
the evaporation pan. A wind speed effect was not expected, 
and therefore, better instrumentation was not set up. Wind 
has been shown to increase transpiration of single leaves only 
when air temperature was above 30C and the relative humidity 
below 50% (Gates 1968). Tanner (1960) found évapotranspiration 
from alfalfa-brome hay crop to be independent of wind speed 
in humid regions. Many of the days in the present study were 
at approximately 30C, and in general the relative humidity was 
below 50% on the higher demand days. It appears that the 
effect of wind speed on increasing the vapor pressure gradient 
was greater than its effect on cooling the leaves. Many of 
the days had low winds and, if wind speed was to have any 
effect, it would be expected under low wind conditions. 
Table 5. Regression analysis of daily means of leaf resistance within moisture 
levels 
Regression 
Equation 
std* 
dev. 
^5, 
- 3.86 + 0.02 VPD*^ 0.20 2.25 
= 1.14 + 0.004 SR**c 0.24 2.18 
= 4.61 + 0.07 SMT** 0 .52 1.74 
2.91 + 0.6 SMT** + 0. 1 VPD* 0.61 1.59 
-0.34 + 0.62 SMT** + 0.009 SR** 0.67 1.46 
= 
-0.09 + 0.61 SMT** + 0.008 SR** + 0.04 VPD 0.68 1.48 
= 
-0.76 + 0.64 SMT** + 0.008 SR** + 0.04 U**^ 0 .75 1.29 
= 
-2.09 + 1.81 SMT** + 25.34 Ep**® - 4.22 SMT X E f 
P 
0.68 1.49 
Root mean square of variation about regression. 
^Average vapor pressure deficit of air during sampling period in mm Hg. 
*^Daily solar radiation in cal/cm^/day. 
^Wind in miles per day. 
^Evaporation in inches per day from Weather Bureau Class A evaporation pan. 
f_ . 
** 
Significant at the 6% probability level. 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
Significant at the 5% probability level. 
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It can be seen that vapor pressure deficit did not account 
for a significant portion of the variation in r^ after the 
variation associated with solar radiation was removed. This 
is due to the correlation between vapor pressure deficit and 
solar radiation. Forty-five percent of the variability in 
VPD was due to variation in solar radiation. 
The evaporation pan integrates the effects of the 
meteorological variables on daily evaporation. Since there 
was a day x soil moisture interaction, it was expected that 
some of the meteorological variables would show an interaction 
with SMT. However, the x SMT was the only interaction 
which approached statistical significance at the 5% probability 
level. There are at least two possible reasons why other 
meteorological variables did not show a significant interaction. 
The first is that the interaction may have involved a combi­
nation of the meteorological variables within a day. The 
second is that there may have been some rescaling effect. 
That is, none of the individual meteorological variables 
appeared to be linearly related to the evaporation pan data. 
As a result, when the r^^ means within soil moisture was fitted 
against daily solar radiation, for example, there may have 
been some rescaling and the interaction could disappear. 
The leaf resistance of both the upper (r^) and lower (r^) 
leaf surfaces showed the same type of response to soil moisture 
tension. However, the magnitude of the response was different 
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(Figure 9). The average difference across all days between 
leaf resistance of upper leaves in the high SMT and the low 
SMT cans was 7.0 sec/cm for r^ and 4.8 sec/cm for r^. One 
reason for the upper surface resistance showing a greater 
response was the effect of relative stomatal numbers on each 
leaf surface. The top surface of the soybean leaves had about 
2/5 the number of stomates that the lower surface had. A 
change in stomatal aperture would cause a greater change in 
stomatal resistance on the top surface of the leaf than on 
the lower surface because of the smaller number of stomates 
present. 
It can be seen in Figure 9 that there is a definite 
tendency for r^ and r^ to increase with decreasing SMT at low 
SMT. The same trend was shown in r^ in Figures 7 and 8. 
Stalfelt (1961) showed that a small water deficit must occur 
before complete stomatal opening will occur. This could be a 
partial explanation of the observed trends. It is not the 
full explanation, however, because this phenomenon acting alone 
would be expected to show a maximum effect on low demand days 
(Pallas et 1967) . On July 26 and the two other low 
demand days, r^ was not observed to increase at low SMT, 
Therefore, this possible explanation is incomplete. 
There may have been another plant factor acting along 
with the phenomenon described by Stalfelt e^ a]^. (1961) . On 
two different two-day periods during the summer, the movable 
Figure 9. Leaf resistance for both the upper (r^) and 
lower (rj^) leaf surfaces as related to soil 
moisture tension on July 25. Each value 
represents the mean of two observations 
SOIL MOISTURE TENSION (atm) 
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shed remained over the potometers in which the soybeans were 
growing. This resulted in a very low light flux density in­
side the shed and approximated the conditions found in the 
lower portions of a dense soybean canopy, or the conditions on 
a very cloudy day. When the shed was removed and plants 
exposed to full sunlight, leaves on all plants, except those 
growing near the open doors, showed visible wilt within thirty 
minutes. Within 1 1/2 hr the visible wilt was no longer 
evident. It is believed that the photosynthetic rates which 
occurred under the shed were very low and, as a result, the 
sugar concentration in the leaves probably decreased. The 
critical level of leaf water potential at which visible wilting 
occurred would be relatively low. Because of the expected 
low leaf osmotic potential, the water potential gradient be­
tween the leaves and the soil would have been relatively low. 
Therefore, it is believed that the water uptake rates were 
low, even though the SMT was low. It is believed that sugar 
levels and thus water uptake rates, increased due to photo­
synthesis in the light. The visible wilt gradually disappeared. 
The above explanation agrees with the observations of osmotic 
potentials and diffusion pressure deficits in shaded leaves 
made by Herrick (1933). 
The previous information offers an explanation of the 
increase of r^, r^ and r^ at low SMT and the lack of the 
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trend on the low demand days. On the sunny days, the poten­
tial difference between upper leaves and soil may have been 
great enough to keep the leaf turgor at a level where 
stomatal activity was not maximal. It would be expected that 
the higher the evaporative demand, the lower would be the 
increase of leaf resistance at low SMT's because plant water 
deficits would occur at lower SMT's on high demand days. 
The data showed this tendency. On cloudy days, the necessary 
small water deficit for maximal stomatal opening could have 
developed due to a reduced leaf to soil water potential 
gradient. It must be remembered that the leaves studied were 
the very top leaves on the canopy and any leaves under the 
influence of any mutual shading may not have shown the increase 
in with decreasing SMT at low SMT's. 
It was also observed that r^ increased more rapidly than 
rj^ with the onset of dense clouds. This response to decreasing 
illumination appears to be the same type of response observed 
in other species by Ehrler and van Bavel (1968). 
On a few days, the RWC data appeared reliable. Figure 
10 illustrates the relationship between leaf resistances and 
RWC on July 18. Leaf resistances increased rapidly with 
decreases in RWC below 90%. The point which is circled is 
believed to be from leaves which were relatively turgid 
initially. In the 2 1/2 hr soaking period, the leaves took 
up excess water and, as a result, there was an apparent low 
Figure 10. Leaf resistance for normally exposed leaves 
as related to leaf relative water content 
on July 18. Each value represents the mean 
of two observations. See text for the 
explanation of the circled point 
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RWC. Visible wilting was observed at RWC values of approx­
imately 89 to 90%. This is higher than the value of 86% 
quoted by Laing (1966). It is believed that his value may 
be low because of the fact that the leaves soaked for 16 hr. 
The relationship between the daily means of leaf resist­
ance and the daily means of RWC (i.e. means within SMT) for 
naturally exposed leaves is given in Figure 11. The same 
relationship was shown by leaves at both leaf angles. Figure 
11 shows a rapid increase in r^^ for RWC below 89%. This 
corresponds to the onset of visible wilt. The leaf resist­
ance would continue to decrease until the stomates were com­
pletely closed. At this time, the resistance measured would 
be the cuticular resistance to water vapor diffusion. The 
resistance to water vapor diffusion through the cuticle on 
each surface of the leaf was measured to be approximately 34 
sec/cm. This would correspond to an r^ value of 17 sec/cm. 
These values were obtained from leaves on which the stomates 
were believed to be closed. 
It can also be seen in Figures 10 and 11 that leaf re­
sistance had started to increase before any wilting was 
observed. This probably explains at least part of the decrease 
in photosynthesis prior to visible wilting observed by Baker 
and Musgrave (1964). 
The analyses of variance for leaf temperature (T^) and 
the difference between leaf temperature and air temperature 
Figure 11. Daily mean leaf resistance for naturally 
exposed leaves as related to leaf relative 
water content. Each value represents the 
mean of sixteen observations 
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(AT) are given in Tables 6 and 1, respectively. 
Table 6. Analysis of variance of individual leaf temperatures 
Source of 
Variation d.f. m.s. pa 
Days 13 609.97 44.53** 
SMT 1 1147.51 83.77** 
Days X SMT 13 69.52 5.07** 
Leaf angle 1 2263.50 651.02** 
Days X leaf angle 13 31.80 9.15** 
SMT X leaf angle 1 86.63 24.92** 
Days X SMT x leaf angle 13 10.97 3.16** 
Error a 168 13.70 3.94** 
Error b 224 3.48 
^The testing procedure 
used here. 
described in , Table 1 was also 
•kit 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
In Tables 6 and 7, day effects, SMT effects and leaf 
angle effects accounted for large portions of the variation 
in the data. However, their effects cannot be interpreted 
independently because the day x SMT x leaf angle interaction 
was highly significant. 
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Table 7. Analysis of variance of the difference between leaf 
and air temperature 
Source of 
Variation d.f. m.s. F* 
Days 13 515.20 43.29** 
SMT 1 1197.77 100.65** 
Days X SMT 13 70.28 5.90** 
Leaf angle 1 2272.50 633.01** 
Days X leaf angle 13 32.37 9.02** 
SMT X leaf angle 1 88.40 24.62** 
Days X SMT x leaf angle 13 11.37 3.17** 
Error a 168 11.90 3.31** 
Error b 224 3.59 
^The testing procedure described in 
used here. 
Table 1 was also 
** 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
Since AT is directly associated with T^, much of the 
discussion will deal with AT. This reduces the problem of 
having to specify air temperature on different days and at 
different times. 
In Figure 12 the relationships of AT with leaf angle and 
SMT are shown for a number of days. The points for all days 
were not plotted because there were too many to conveniently 
Figure 12. AT for different leaf orientations and soil 
moisture tensions as related to daily means 
of AT. Each value is a mean of eight 
observations 
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put on the graph. Again, the daily means were used as an 
index of the stress on the plant on each day. On the two low 
demand days shown (AT below -3C), there were essentially no 
effects of leaf angle or SMT. However, in the medium and 
high demand days, effects of both leaf angle and SMT were 
observed. As the daily means of AT increased, there was a 
general trend for AT for leaves under high SMT conditions to 
deviate from AT for leaves under low SMT. The divergence 
was greater for horizontal leaves than for upright leaves. 
Therefore, there was a significant day x SMT x leaf angle 
interaction. The same relationship was also observed for 
leaf temperatures. It can also be seen that upright leaves 
under high SMT conditions usually had cooler leaf temperatures 
than naturally exposed leaves at low SMT's (Figure 12). 
Separate regression analyses were run on the upright and 
naturally exposed leaves to determine what environmental 
variables were having significant effects on T^ and AT (Tables 
8, 9, 10 and 11). 
Leaf temperatures for upright leaves were positively 
related to air temperature (Table 8). T^'s for more horizontal 
leaves were found to be significantly related to air temper­
ature after the removal of other sources of variability 
(Table 9). Since convective heat transfer exists between the 
air and leaves, some general relationship between T^ and T^ 
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Table 8. Regression analysis of leaf temperatures^ of upright 
leaves based on means of within SMT 
Regression Std. 
Equation R2 Dev. 
'^ L 
= 6.67 + 0.73 T^**^ 0.31 2.01 
= 23.99 + 0.30 VPD**c 0.49 1,74 
= 26.78 + 0.42 SMT*^ 0.21 2.15 
24.31 + 0.56 r^**® 0.34 1.96 
'^ L 
= 5.17 + 0.35 SMT** +0.23 VPD** +0.65 Ta** 0.83 1.03 
Tr _ 6.32 + 0.32 r^** + 0.21 VPD** + 0.58 T ** 0.77 1.20 L 
^Leaf temperature in C. 
^Air temperature in C. 
^Average vapor pressure deficit of air during sampling 
period in mm Hg. 
^Soil moisture tension in atm. 
®Leaf resistance in sec/cm. 
* * 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
* 
Significant at the 5% probability level. 
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Table 9. Regression analysis of leaf temperatures of 
naturally exposed leaves based on means of T^ 
within SMT 
Regression Std. 
Equation R^ Dev. 
= 2 5 . 0 9  + 0 . 4 1  VPD** 0 . 5 3  2.16 
= 2 3 . 3 3  + 0 . 0 1  SR* 0 . 2 0  2 . 8 2  
= 2 8 . 4 7  + 0 . 7 1  SMT** 0 . 3 7  2 . 5 0  
= 2 3 . 9 7  + 1 . 0 0  f  * *  
a 
0 . 6 4  1 . 8 9  
'^ L 
= 2 4 . 2 0  + 0 . 5 7  S M T * *  + 0 . 3 6  V P D * *  0 . 7 8  1 . 5 8  
'^ L 
= 11.50 + 0 . 6 0  S M T * *  + 0 . 3 3  V P D * *  + 0 . 4 5  T ^ * *  0 . 8 2  1 . 3 8  
— 1 2 . 8 6  + 0 . 7 4  r ^ * *  + 0 . 2 5  V P D * *  + 0 . 3 3  T ^ *  0 . 8 5  1 . 2 7  
** 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
Significant at the 5% probability level. 
would be expected. Vapor pressure deficit alone accounted for 
approximately 50% of the total variability in leaf temperature 
and AT (Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11). Since vapor pressure 
deficit was related to leaf resistance, vapor pressure deficit 
probably accounted for some of the variability in AT and T^ 
due to leaf resistance. When r^ was fitted before VPD (Tables 
8, 9, 10 and 11), the variation accounted for by VPD was 50 
to 70% less than the variation accounted for by VPD fitted 
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Table 10. Regression analysis of the differences between 
upright leaves and air temperature based on means 
of AT within SMT 
Regression Std. 
Equation R: Dev. 
AT = —4.34 + 0.26 VPD** 0.48 1.49 
AT —4.90 + 0.007 SR* 0.14 1.92 
AT -2.24 + 0.46 SMT** 0.36 1.66 
AT = -4.19 + 0.50 r^** 0.36 1.65 
AT 5.39 + 0 .31 r^** + 0.22 VPD** - 0.39 T^** 0.71 1.17 
AT 4.27 + 0 .34 SMT** +0.25 VPD** - 0.32 T^** 0.78 1.00 
** 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
* 
Significant at the 5% probability level. 
alone. In all cases, however, VPD still accounted for a 
significant portion of the variability in T^ and AT after r^ 
was fitted. Solar radiation did not account for any varia­
bility in AT independent of r^ (Tables 10 and 11). It is 
impossible to explain how VPD could be positively related to 
T^ and AT, independent of r^ and solar radiation. From energy 
balance considerations, an increase in VPD, with other 
variables remaining constant, would be expected to increase 
transpiration and decrease leaf temperature. Wind was 
observed to affect leaf resistance. However, leaf temperature 
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Table 11. Regression analysis of the differences between 
naturally exposed leaves and air temperature 
based on means of AT within SMT. 
Regression 
Equation R^ .. 
Std. 
Dev. 
AT = -3.25 + 0.37 VPD** 0.43 2.35 
AT -6.87 + 0.02 SR** 0.28 2.64 
AT -5.81 + 0.76 SMT** 0.44 2.34 
AT = -4.57 + 0.94 J- ** 0.58 2.02 
AT -7.38 + 0.69 SMT** + 0. 01 SR** 0.63 1.94 
AT -4.24 + 0.64 SMT** + 0. 31 VPD** 0.72 1.66 
AT -5.84 + 0.64 SMT** + 0. 004 SR** +0.25 VPD** 0.74 1.66 
AT = 1.19 + 0 .74 r^** + 0.26 VPD** - 0.64 T^** 0.84 1.28 
AT — 1.05 + 0 .60 SMT** + 0.34 VPD** -- 0.52 T ** 0.82 1.38 
** 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
did not show any relationship to wind speed. Using the energy 
balance equation. Gates (1968) showed how increases in wind 
speed up to 150 cm/sec increased transpiration at high tem­
peratures and high vapor pressure deficit, while under other 
conditions transpiration remained constant or decreased. Some 
of the unknown effects of VPD on T^ and AT may have been 
related to the interaction among wind speed, vapor pressure 
deficit and T^. 
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Variations in daily solar radiation affected and AT 
in horizontal leaves more than in upright leaves (Tables 9, 
10 and 11). This relationship was consistent with energy 
balance considerations of upright and horizontal leaves. 
Evidently, daily solar radiation affected leaf temperature 
largely through its effects on leaf resistance (Table 7), 
because solar radiation did not account for significant vari­
ation in Tj^ or AT after variation associated with r^ was 
removed. Within a day, however, changes in instantaneous 
values of solar radiation flux density at constant leaf 
resistance definitely affected leaf temperatures. These 
short-term differences were observed on partly cloudy days or 
when leaves were artificially shaded. 
Air temperature was shown to have a significant affect 
on AT after the variability associated with r^ and VPD or 
SMT and VPD was removed (Tables 9 and 11). The relationships 
between r^, T^ and AT for naturally exposed leaves are shown 
in Figure 13. AT increased as r^ increased due to reduced 
transpirational cooling and AT decreased with increasing air 
temperature. The relationship of AT with T^ is illustrated 
in Figure 14. This relationship is similar to those found by 
Linacre (1964a) and Gates (1968). 
The explanation of the negative relationship between AT 
and T^ is not entirely clear. On a short term basis, increased 
T^ could increase stomatal aperture (Moss 1963, Stalfelt 1962) 
Figure 13. AT for naturally exposed leaves as related 
to leaf resistance for medium and high 
demand days. Each value is a mean of eight 
observations. The open circles represent 
the daily mean AT for the low SMT treat­
ment and the closed circles represent the 
daily mean of AT for the high SMT. The 
dashed lines separate the points according 
to mean air temperature at sampling time 
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Figure 14. AT for naturally exposed leaves as related to 
air temperature for medium and high demand 
days. Each value is a mean of eight obser­
vations. The open circles represent means 
of AT for the low SMT treatment, where 
ranged from 3.8 to 7.8 sec/cm. The closed 
circles represent means of AT for the high 
SMT treatment, where r^ ranged from 8.8 to 
11.6 sec/cm 
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and thereby increase transpirational cooling. On a daily 
basis with limiting soil moisture supply, the increased 
transpiration would lead to increased water deficits. As a 
result, observations taken in mid-afternoon would be expected 
to show a positive correlation between and AT. It is known 
from the Stephan-Boltzmann law that reradiation of long-wave 
energy from a black body increases with the fourth power of 
the temperature. For this reason, the net radiation of 
horizontal leaves would probably have decreased as air tem­
perature increased. It is believed that this relationship 
was an important factor in the negative association between 
AT and T^. 
a 
B. Experiment 2 
The analysis of variance for r^, and r^^ and r^ are given 
in Tables 12, 13 and 14, respectively. 
The variability between cans was significantly greater 
than the subsampling error (Tables 12, 13 and 14). One reason 
for this was that the SMT's of both cans within each SMT 
group were not equal. There was also an apparent diurnal 
variation in the high SMT cans. That is, the leaf resistances 
in the first high SMT potometer sampled were usually less 
than the leaf resistances in the second high SMT can observed. 
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Table 12. The analysis of variance of the leaf resistance to 
water vapor diffusion from the upper leaf surface 
Source of 
Variation d.f. M.S. F^ 
Days 4 354.57 4.94** 
SMT 3 500.15 6.96** 
Days X SMT 12 20.56 0.29 
Canopy depth (CD) 1 2004.34 56.67** 
Days X CD 4 259.24 7.33** 
SMT X CD 3 10.09 0.28 
Days X SMT x CD 12 22.71 0.64 
Error a^ 40 71.82 2.03** 
Error b^ 80 35.37 
^Error a was used in the F tests of Days, SMT and Days 
X SMT. Error b was used in the F tests for CD and associated 
interactions, 
^Variability in r^ among cans treated alike. 
^Variability r^ among leaves within cans. 
* * 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
The values of r^, r^ and r^ for leaves in the middle of 
the soybean canopy were always greater than their corresponding 
resistances for leaves on the upper surface of the canopy. 
There was a significant day x canopy depth interaction for 
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Table 13. Analysis of variance of the leaf resistance to 
water vapor diffusion from the lower leaf surface 
Source of 
Variation d.f. M.S. 
Days 4 127.46 10.82** 
SMT 3 195.46 8.95** 
Days X SMT 12 14.33 1.22 
Canopy Depth (CD) 1 116.96 23.16** 
Days X CD 4 9.42 1.86 
SMT X CD 3 13.71 2.71*** 
Days X SMT x CD 12 2.32 0.46 
Error a 40 11.78 2.33** 
Error b 80 5.05 
^The testing procedure used described in Table 12 was 
also used here. 
** 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
*** 
An P value of 2.72 was required for a significant F 
test at the 5% probability level. 
r^ and r^; r^ showed the same tendency, but the effect was 
not significant at the 5% probability level. 
The mean of r^ for the top leaves on the canopy was 
subtracted from the mean of r^ for leaves in the middle of 
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Table 14. Analysis of variance of the leaf resistance to 
water vapor diffusion (r^) 
Source of 
Variation d.f. M.S. F 
Days 4 35.44 8.48** 
SMT 3 46.12 11.03** 
Days X SMT 12 3.61 0.86 
Canopy Depth (CD) 1 94.66 36.98** 
Days X CD 4 8.15 3.18* 
SMT X CD 3 2.47 0.96 
Days X SMT x cD 12 0 .83 0 .32 
Error a 40 4.18 1.63* 
Error b 80 2.56 
^The testing procedure described in Table 12 was also 
used here. 
** 
Significant at the 1% probability level. 
* 
Significant at the 5% probability level. 
the canopy for each day. The same operation was performed on 
means of r^^ and r^. The differences in these means were found 
to be closely related to solar radiation on each day (Table 
15) . 
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Table 15. Mean leaf resistance in the middle of the canopy 
minus the mean leaf resistance of the upper portion 
of the canopy as related to daily solar radiation 
Daily Solar Differences 
Date Radiation 
^t fb 
Aug. 1 622.3 17.0 3.41 3.26 
Aug. 2 593.2 7.0 1.74 1.53 
Aug. 5 583.5 5.0 1.03 1.03 
Aug. 6 577.8 3.2 1.82 1.12 
July 31 485.1 3.8 0.56 
1—1 o
 
It is believed that the higher the demand on the upper 
leaves, the greater the preferential flow of water to the 
upper leaves. Therefore, the water deficits and the leaf 
resistances in the middle leaves become large. As a result, 
the difference in leaf resistance between middle and upper 
leaves was maximal on high solar radiation days. 
Because there were only five days in this study, no 
detailed analysis of the effects of meteorological variables 
on the daily means of was attempted. It is believed that 
the relationships found for upper leaves in Experiment 1 
would also apply for upper leaves in this study. More 
research is needed to explain the responses of lower leaves. 
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Figure 15 illustrates the general relationship observed 
between r^ and SMT for upper and middle leaves. A similar 
type of response was observed in r^. Because the means of 
the three low SMT's were below 3.0 atm, no further information 
was gained on the plateau region of r^^ between 6.0 and 9.0 
atm. The tendency for r^ in top leaves to increase at very 
low SMT was also observed in this study (Figure 15 and 16). 
However, the effect was absent on most days in the middle 
leaves. The explanation used in Experiment 1 for cloudy days 
may also explain the response of shaded leaves in this experi­
ment. It is believed that the sugar levels in the middle 
leaves would have been lower than the sugar content of the 
upper leaves (Herrick 1933). There may have been a somewhat 
larger input of water into the upper leaves than the middle 
leaves even at low SMT. The slight water deficit which seemed 
to be necessary for maximal stomatal activity may have de­
veloped in the lower leaves and not in the upper leaves. This 
could explain why r^ in the upper leaves decreased slightly 
with an increase in SMT at low SMT, while r^ in the middle 
leaves increased slightly with increased SMT. 
The canopy depth x SMT interaction for r^ (Table 13) was 
nearly statistically significant at the 5% probability level. 
The r^ values of leaves within the canopy were observed to 
increase more rapidly with SMT at high SMT than did the r^ 
for upper leaves (Figure 17). It is not known why this 
Figure 15. Leaf resistance of upper and middle leaves as 
related to soil moisture tension. Each value 
is the mean of forty observations 
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Figure 16. Leaf resistance of the lower surface of the 
leaf (r^) for upper and middle leaves as 
related to soil moisture tension. Each 
value is a mean of forty observations 
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relationship was observed in r^^ and not in r^. 
There were four days in which the diurnal variation in 
was studied. The observations were again made on leaves 
at the top and middle of the canopy. Two soil moisture levels 
were used each day, but two different potometers were used on 
each day. There were two high demand days and two low demand 
days studied. 
August 22 was a high demand day. The leaf resistance 
of the top leaves of the soybeans growing in the wetter can 
^^Jltw^ was always less than the resistance of the top leaves 
in the high SMT can (z^td^ (Figure 17). The values of 
were also always less than the resistance of the middle 
leaves in the low SMT can and the resistance of the . 
middle leaves in the high SMT can (r^md^ * values of r^^^ 
and r^^^^ changed in phase after 1115. It is believed that 
most of the difference between r^^^^ and rj^^^ was due to 
reduced illumination on the leaves within the canopy. However, 
there was some evidence of a water deficit effect because the 
difference between them increased between 1115 and 1315. 
The changes in r^^^ and r^^^ were not in phase, and the rates 
of changes were different. These out-of-phase changes 
demonstrated the existence of a preferential flow of water to 
the upper leaves. It is believed that when r^^^^ increased, a 
greater proportion of the water taken up by the plant went to 
Figure 17. Leaf resistances of upper and middle leaves, August 22, 
as related to time of day at two soil moisture levels. 
Each value is a mean of three observations. Daily solar 
radiation was 532.1 cal/cm^/day. Daily pan evaporation 
was .34 in 
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the upper leaves. As a result, the rates and magnitudes of 
changes in r^^^ were less than in r^^^\ The stomates were 
believed to be completely closed in the middle leaves after 
1445. 
The same general trends were observed on August 23 
(Figure 18). The values of r^^^ and r^^^ were similar to 
those observed on August 22. However, the values of r^ ^^  
and r^^^ were not different, as they had been on August 22. 
There is no good explanation for this similarity in r^^^ and 
r^td* There may have been a reduced leaf area in the dry 
potometer due to increased senescence (Laing 1966). This 
could result in the water being distributed to fewer leaves 
and, as a result, the response of r^^^ to SMT could have 
been reduced. 
August 27 was an extremely low demand day. The values 
of r^^^ were lower than for the entire day (Figure 19) . 
It is believed that the reduced stomatal activity in the wet 
can was due to the lack of a small water deficit in the 
leaves. Under growth chamber conditions, Pallas et a2. (1967) 
observed reduced stomatal activity in cotton leaves under low 
SMT and low light flux conditions. It is not known why the 
increase in leaf resistance at low SMT was observed on a 
cloudy day at the end of August and not observed in cloudy 
days in July. The osmotic potentials of the middle and lower 
Figure 18. Leaf resistances for upper and middle leaves on August 23 as 
related to time of day at two soil moisture levels. Each 
value is a mean of three observations. Daily solar radiation 
was 530.5 cal/cm^/day. Daily pan evaporation was .37 in 
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Figure 19, Leaf resistances of upper and middle leaves on August 27 as 
related to time of day at two soil moisture levels. Each 
value is a mean of three observations. Daily solar radiation 
was 4 38.5 cal/cm^/day. Daily pan evaporation was .13 in 
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leaves may have been much lower at the end of August than in 
July (Herrick 1933). This would mean that the upper leaves 
of the plant would receive a greater proportion of the water 
late in the season than they received in July. Water deficits 
in the upper leaves may not have developed as readily in late 
August as in July because of reduced competition among leaves 
for water. If this phenomenon existed, it could explain the 
apparent discrepancy in r^^^ at low SMT. Under stress con­
ditions, Glaassen (1968) observed the RWC of top corn leaves 
to be 12 to 17% above that of the sixth leaf from the top. 
The difference increased with leaf senility late in the season. 
His observations also seem to indicate that preferential flow 
to upper leaves increased late in the season. 
The stomates in the middle leaves of the wet can appeared 
to open more slowly than the stomates of the middle leaves in 
the dry can. It is believed that these leaves in both cans 
were exposed to approximately the same illumination. It is 
expected that this effect again was due to the lack of small 
water deficits in the leaves in the wet can. The same high 
values of were observed early on August 22 (Figure 17) . 
The diurnal trends in leaf resistance observed August 29 
were similar to those found on August 27. The variability in 
both r^^^ and r^^^ was greater on August 29. 
The out-of-phase changes in r^^^ and r^^^^ (Figures 17 and 
18) may seem to be incompatible with the findings of the first 
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five days of the canopy level study. Only (Table 13) 
showed a significant canopy depth (CD) x SMT interaction. It 
is not believed that the lack of a significant CD x SMT 
interaction (Table 14) detracts from the preferential flow 
explanation. It can be seen in Figure 17 that the existence 
of the CD X SMT interaction depends on the time of sampling. 
The existence of this interaction is more likely to be ob­
served on high demand days than on low demand days (Figures 
17, 18 and 19). It is therefore believed that the lack of a 
CD X SMT interaction between 1330 and 1530 on five days, is 
of little significance when compared to other evidence 
obtained at different times on different kinds of days over 
the summer. 
A brief discussion combining the observations of Experi­
ments 1 and 2 will help explain some of the trends observed. 
It is believed that much of the information gained in the two 
experiments is complimentary. 
There were a number of indications that a preferential 
flow of water exists to the upper leaves of soybeans when 
the plants are under water stress. The first was that r^ 
becomes relatively constant at SMT's of from 6 to 9 atm on 
medium and high demand days (Figures 7 and 8). The obser­
vations of out-of-phase changes in r^ at different canopy 
levels (Figures 17 and 18) definitely support the above 
phenomenon. There was some indication that preferential flow 
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of water to top leaves may have increased with plant senescence 
(Figures 18 and 19). It is believed that the preferential 
flow to the upper leaves is a survival mechanism for the 
younger plant tissue. Growth rates in young leaves have been 
shown to decrease (Gates 1955a, Gates 1955b, Loomis 1934) with 
water stress, but the young plant tissue can survive prolonged 
periods of water stress (Gates 1955a, Gates 1955b). It seems 
quite probable that the preferential flow of water to the 
younger portions of the plant is part of the reason for their 
ability to withstand stress. 
There was a general trend for the leaf resistance in 
leaves exposed to sunlight, to increase at low SMT. One pos­
sible explanation was presented in Experiment 1. The relation­
ship between r^ and SMT at low SMT was not consistent on 
cloudy days. On cloudy days in July, r^ remained relatively 
constant across all SMT. This may have been due to reduced 
sugar levels in the leaves on cloudy days which, in turn, 
may have allowed slight water deficits to develop. This would 
have allowed for maximum stomatal activity under the existing 
conditions (Stalfelt 1961). The same explanation may account 
for the absence of the increased r^^ at low SMT's in shaded 
leaves within the canopy (Figures 15 and 16). However, at 
the end of August, the r^ values for the top leaves on plants 
at low SMT were greater than r^ for top leaves on the plants 
at increased SMT (Figure 19). It was also noted that the 
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stomates of the middle leaves at the higher SMT apparently 
opened earlier than the stomates on middle leaves at the 
lower SMT. The relationships again indicate differences in 
water relationships of leaves at different SMT's but seem to 
violate the trends observed in July. As explained earlier 
in Experiment 2, the relationships observed late in August 
may have been due to a greater proportion of the water going 
to the upper portion of the plant due to senescence of the 
bottom leaves. All plants at this time were within two weeks 
of complete senescence. 
C. Leaf Boundary Layer Resistance 
Leaf boundary layer resistances (r^^ were measured on a 
number of soybean leaves differing in size and pubescence 
density. Wind speed measurements were obtained from a 3-cup 
anemometer located 30 cm above the crop. The average wind 
speed was determined over approximately 15 min intervals. 
Most of the r^ data were obtained using the technique developed 
by Linacre (1967). Using his method, the r^ values are cal­
culated from Equation 17. On a few days, the net radiation 
of individual leaves was measured along with r^^, T^ and T^, 
and the energy balance equation (Equation 3) was solved for 
^a* 
It was obvious from visual examination of the data that 
the r_ values calculated from Equation 17 were considerably 
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larger than those obtained from the solution of the energy 
balance equation. No direct comparison of the two techniques 
is possible because the techniques were not used on the same 
days and on the same leaves. However, both of these tech­
niques were used to measure r^ for leaves of Hawkeye soybeans. 
The days in which the data were taken had similar wind speeds 
and it is felt that some general comparison can be made. The 
mean of 214 r^ values obtained from Equation 17 was 0.77 sec/ 
cm. The standard deviation of the mean was 0.47 sec/cm. The 
mean of sixty-two r^ values obtained by solving the energy 
balance equation was 0.06 sec/cm. There is more than an order 
magnitude difference in the means. In order to examine the 
large difference in r^ between the two techniques, some values 
of the transpiration rates for individual leaves were calcu­
lated. The maximum calculated energy dissipated by transpi­
ration for any of the leaves was 0.20 cal/cm^/min. All the 
data using the Linacre technique were taken on relatively 
horizontal leaves on sunny days. Therefore, it'is expected 
that the net radiation was at least 0.90 cal/cm^/min. It 
appears that at least 0.7 cal/cm^/min must be dissipated by 
sensible heat transfer to the air. A few calculations using 
Equations 8 and 9 showed that the value of r^ for most leaves 
must have been less than 0.1 sec/cm. Hunt et al. (1968) 
measured the r values of sunflower leaves to be approximately 
0.06 sec/cm under field conditions. This is also the value 
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obtained in the present study using the energy balance 
approach. 
There is further information which indicates that the r 
values obtained from Equation 17 were too large. Statyer and 
Bierhuizen (1964a) found that r^ values dropped below 0.5 sec/ 
cm at wind speeds as low as 25 cm/sec. They obtained r^ 
values ranging from 1.6 to 3.5 sec/cm with a wind speed of 
0.6 cm/sec. The wind speed, measured 30 cm above the crop, 
ranged from 23.0 to 214.0 cm/sec and was usually greater 
than 70 cm/sec. In light of the wind speed in this study, 
the r^ values obtained from Equation 17 seemed too large. 
There are at least two possible explanations of the 
high r^ values in the present experiment. The first is that 
the presence of the person holding the infrared thermometer 
over the leaves may have reduced the air flow near the leaves. 
The presence of the 1 m^ sheet of plywood held between 30 and 
60 cm above the leaves also may have reduced the air flow 
passing the leaves. Even under these conditions the r^ 
values still seem large. It is believed that Equation 17 may 
have to be altered so that lower values of r^ can be obtained. 
Although the exact magnitudes of r^ are in question, it 
is obvious that the values of r^ were much less than r^ under 
field conditions. This observation agrees with measurements 
made by Hunt et a^. (1968) and Impens et al. (1967). 
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Even though the magnitudes of the values obtained from 
Equation 17 seemed high, the relative magnitudes may not have 
been in error. Since Equation 17 does involve the rate of 
heat flow from a leaf, it is believed that the r^ values 
obtained were at least an index of the resistance to sensible 
heat flow from leaves. Therefore, the results of this portion 
of the study will be presented using the r^ values as an index 
of the resistance to heat flow from soybean leaves. The 
energy balance approach was not used in any comparisons of 
leaf types and no further data obtained from this technique 
will be presented. 
The r^ values determined from Equation 17 showed no 
relationship to the square root of the leaf widths (Table 16). 
Table 16. Regression analysis of 
r^ data 
Regression 
Equation R^ 
r^ = 0.60 + 0.07 0.00 
1/2*^ 
r^ = 0.45 + 2.87 (1/u)^/^ 0.04 
^Leaf width in cm. 
^Mean wind speed (u) in cm/sec. 
* 
Significant at the 5% probability 
level. 
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Both leaf width and the square root of the leaf width were 
regressed on r^ but neither were significant. Ehrler and 
van Bavel (1968) also found no relationship between r^ and 
lead width in cotton. The r values tended to decrease as 
wind speed increased (Table 16). It is believed that a much 
better relationship between r^ and wind speed would have been 
obtained if the wind speed had been measured with a more 
sensitive anemometer located near the leaf. 
The Linacre technique (Equation 17) was also used to 
examine the effects of leaf pubescence density on sensible 
heat flow from leaves. Variety Harosoy with normal pubes­
cence and two isolines with dense and deciduous pubescence 
were examined. Duplicate readings on twenty-six leaves of 
each pubescence type were taken, or a total of 156 obser­
vations. The means for each type are shown in Table 17. 
Table 17. Means of r^ values in sec/cm 
for each pubescence type 
Pubsecence type 
Dense Normal Deciduous 
0.63 0,51 0.52 
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A t-test was significant at the 6% probability level. 
There appears to have been a greater resistance to heat 
flow away from leaves with dense pubescence than from leaves 
with normal and deciduous pubescence. This was probably due 
to an increased thickness of the boundary layer around the 
leaf, through which sensible heat must move by conduction. 
Much of the deciduous pubescence had fallen from the leaves 
before the first day of sampling. However, the leaves were 
still relatively rough and there may not have been any large 
difference in the boundary layer thickness about the leaves 
of the normal and deciduous pubescence types. 
Since r appeared to be considerably less than r., there 
SL Xf 
seems to be little prospect of significantly altering transpi­
ration or photosynthetic rates by changing leaf pubescence 
or leaf size. However, if excessive leaf temperatures were 
a problem under certain conditions, the data indicate that 
sensible heat transfer could be enhanced by reducing leaf 
pubsecence. 
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V. SUMMARY 
Experiments were conducted during the summer of 1968 to 
examine the effects of environmental variables and plant 
morphology on leaf temperatures and leaf resistances to gas 
and heat transfer. Soybeans were grown in large potometers 
under controlled irrigation. 
In one experiment, the trifoliate leaves on the upper 
half of soybean plants were tied upright. The leaf tempera­
tures and leaf resistances of upright and naturally exposed 
leaves were compared at two soil moisture levels on fourteen 
days. Observations were taken between 1330 and 1530 C.D.S.T. 
Thirty-two leaves were examined each day. 
In another experiment, leaf resistances of upper leaves 
and leaves in the middle of the soybean canopy were measured. 
Measurements were again taken in the early afternoon. Four 
soil moisture treatments were used and the study lasted for 
five days. Thirty-two leaves were observed on each day. On 
four other days the diurnal variation of leaf resistance was 
studied at the two canopy levels. Only two soil moisture 
levels were used. 
Boundary layer resistances of leaves were measured by two 
techniques. The technique developed by Linacre (1967) appeared 
to give unreasonably high values. The energy balance equation 
was also used to calculate leaf boundary layer resistances. 
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The results obtained are summarized as follows: 
1. On medium and high demand days, upright leaves were 
found to have lower leaf resistances than naturally 
exposed leaves. On low demand days, no effect of 
leaf angle was observed. 
2. On medium and high demand days, leaf resistances 
tended to increase with decreasing SMT at SMT's below 
approximately 2 atm. This effect was not observed 
on cloudy days in July but it was evident on cloudy 
days in late August. 
3. On low demand days, little effect of soil moisture 
tension on leaf resistances of upper leaves was 
observed. On higher demand days, leaf resistances 
of upper leaves rapidly increased with increasing 
SMT's between 2.0 and 6.0 atm. Leaf resistances were 
observed to be relatively constant between 6.0 and 
9.0 atm SMT. On a few days, there was some indication 
that leaf resistances of upper leaves decreased at 
SMT's above approximately 10 atm. It is believed 
that the relatively constant leaf resistances of upper 
leaves at high SMT's were due to preferential flow 
of water to the upper leaves. 
4. The leaf resistance of the upper surface of the leaf 
was observed to increase mora rapidly than the 
resistance of the lower surface of the leaf when SMT 
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increased. The same response was observed when 
solar radiation was reduced because of the onset of 
dense cloudiness. 
Leaf resistances were found to be related to SMT, 
vapor pressure deficit, solar radiation, mean wind 
speed and pan evaporation. 
Leaf resistances were observed to increase rapidly 
with decreases in leaf RWC below 89%. The first 
signs of visible wilt occurred at a RWC of 89 to 
90%. Some increase in leaf resistance occurred 
before wilting was observed. 
On medium and high demand days, upright leaves were 
cooler than naturally exposed leaves. The leaf 
temperatures of upright leaves under high SMT con­
ditions were usually less than leaf temperatures of 
naturally exposed under low SMT. 
Leaf temperatures were correlated with air tempera­
ture, vapor pressure deficit, soil moisture tension 
and leaf resistance. Leaf temperatures of naturally 
exposed leaves were also correlated with daily solar 
radiation. 
AT was related to vapor pressure deficit, leaf 
resistance and soil moisture tension. AT was also 
shown to decrease as increased. 
%  .  . 1 2 2  
10. Leaf resistances of leaves in the middle of the soy­
bean canopy were greater than leaf resistances of 
upper leaves. The difference between them tended to 
increase as daily solar radiation increased. This 
was further indication of preferential flow of water 
to the upper leaves. 
11. Under conditions of high SMT and high atmospheric 
demand, leaf resistances of middle leaves were ob­
served to increase earlier in the day and at a faster 
rate than the leaf resistances of the upper leaves. 
This again indicated that there was a preferential 
flow of water to the upper leaves. Under low SMT 
conditions the leaf resistances of upper and middle 
leaves changed in-phase. 
12. There was some indication that the stomates of middle 
leaves under low SMT opened more slowly in the 
morning than stomates of middle leaves at a higher 
SMT. This was especially true on one cloudy, low 
demand day. 
13. On low demand days late in August, there was a definite 
tendency for the leaf resistances of upper leaves 
under high SMT to be less than those of leaves under 
low SMT. 
14. Leaf boundary layer resistance was observed to be 
much less than internal leaf resistance. Leaf 
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boundary layer resistances showed no relationship 
with leaf width. 
15. Leaf boundary layer resistances for leaves with dense 
pubescence were greater than the boundary layer 
resistances for leaves with normal and deciduous 
pubescence. 
16. Leaf relative water content data were too variable 
to allow many of the planned comparisons to be made. 
It is believed that more uniform results would have 
been obtained at cooler laboratory temperatures. 
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VIII. APPENDIX A 
The evaporation rate from a surface where the mechanism 
for removal of water vapor is molecular diffusion is given 
by: 
where E is the evaporation rate, Ap is the difference between 
the saturation vapor density at surface temperature and the 
actual vapor density of air, AZ is the vertical distance 
above the surface, and D is the molecular diffusivity of 
water vapor in air. The ratio AZ/D is defined as the resist­
ance of air to water vapor diffusion (r^). Equation 23 can 
be written as : 
In transpiration, or evaporation from a leaf, the internal 
leaf resistance (r^) must also be accounted for. Equation 24 
now becomes; 
The total resistance (r^) is given by: 
(23) 
= Ap 
r_ 
(24) 
(26) 
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Solving Equation 26 for r^^ and expressing the terms in units 
of length of diffusion path, we obtain: 
Lt -
= ft - fa : '27' 
where is the total resistance expressed in units of length 
of diffusion path and L is the air resistance expressed in 
units of length of diffusion path. 
By imposing cylinders of various length L between the 
porometer chamber and the blotter surface and by repeating 
this at different temperatures, information is obtained to 
calibrate the porometer. This diffusion path length L is 
expressed by the following linear equation (van Bavel ^  al. 
1965): 
L = SAt - (28) 
where S is the sensitivity of the sensor which varies with 
temperature, and is the intercept on the L-axis. If in 
place of the cylinders, a leaf is inserted, the following 
relationship results; 
SAt - L 
r = 2. (29) 
where r is the leaf resistance of one side of the leaf. 
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IX. APPENDIX B 
Table 18. Summary of some of the environmental variables 
for days in experiment 1 
SMT® 
Sky a b 301*5 d 
Day Conditions Rad . Low High 
1-July 8 haze 30 .0 575 .2 0 .26 (6 .6) 0 .37 0 .43 
2-July 9 clear 28 .4 665 .4 0 .36 (9 .1) 0 .51 0 .59 
3-July 10 clear 28 .4 651 .4 0 .24 (6 .1) 0 .38 1 .34 
4-July 11 clear 30 .6 606 .8 0 .26 (6 .6) 1 .42 2 .10 
5-July 15 mostly cloudy 29 .5 473 .8 0 .28 (7 .1) 3 .53 5 .58 
6-July 18^ clear 30 .0 619 .3 0 .27 (6 .9) 2 .85 7 .50 
7-July 19 partly cloudy 27 .2 660 .4 0 .38 (9 .7) 2 .11 7 .74 
8-July 21 clear 32 .8 615 .3 0 .29 (7 .4) 1 .39 6 .98 
9-July 22 clear 27 .2 623 .0 0 .25 (6 .4) 1 .09 10 .20 
10-July 23 • cloudy 29 .5 271 .7 0 .17 (4 .3) 0 .93 2 .00 
11-July 24 partly cloudy 28 .4 177 .5 0 .19 (4 .8) 0 .79 2 .28 
12-July 25 mostly cloudy 30 .0 519 .2 0 .26 (6 .6) 0 .72 2 .60 
^General description of sky conditions at sampling time. 
^Average air temperature during sampling period, 
^baily solar radiation in cal/cm^/day. 
^^Evaporation from Class A evaporation pan in inches per 
day. Values in brackets are in mm per day. 
^Average value of the soil moisture tension in the high 
soil moisture and low soil moisture cans in atra. 
^It is believed that soil moisture data are more reliable 
from July 6 onward. 
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Table 18. Continued 
SMT e 
Sky Sola ;r 
Day Conditions TA^' Rad E G P 
Low High 
13-July 26^ cloudy 28.4 423. 0 0.25 (6. 4) 0 .84 3.64 
14-July 28 clear 25.0 591. 2 0.22 (5. 6) 1.41 5.27 
9july 26 was foggy until nearly noon. The sky remained 
completely cloud covered until just after sampling was 
completed. The sky then cleared. It is believed that a 
significant portion of the evaporation occurred after the 
plant data were taken. 
Table 19. Summary of some of the meteorological variables for 
the first 5 days of experiment 2 
Date 
Sky 
Conditions 
-a' 
Solar . 
Radiation 
July 31 mostly cloudy 21.7 485.1 
August 1 clear 25.6 622.3 
August 2 mostly clear 27.8 593.2 0 .25 (6 .4) 
August 5 clear 33.3 583.5 0 .28 (7 .1) 
August 6 partly cloudy 35.6 577.8 0 .36 (9 .1) 
^Air temperature in C. 
^Solar radiation in cal/cm^/day. 
Evaporation from Class A evaporation pan in inches per 
day. No measurements of E were available for July 31 and 
August 1. P 
